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Korean Hangul

(�Formal� greeting)

Ä�  HUX8�. ��µÈä. �� Ä��Èä.

À�  HUX8�. �� À��Èä. Ì�� ��µÈä.

(�Informal� greeting)

Ä�  HU. � Ä�t|.

À�  HU. � À�|. Ì�� ��Ì.

Romanization

(�Formal� greeting)

Jin-Seok  An-nyeong-ha-se-yo. Ban-gap-seum-ni-da. Jeo-neun

jin-seok-im-ni-da.

Ji-Su  An-nyeong-ha-se-yo. Jeo-neun ji-su-im-ni-da. Man-na-seo

ban-gap-seum-ni-da.

(�Informal� greeting)

Jin-Seok  An-nyeong. Nan jin-seok-i-ya.

Ji-Su  An-nyeong. Nan ji-su-ya. Man-na-seo ban-ga-wo.

English

("Formal" greeting)

Jin-Seok  Hello. Nice to meet you. I am Jin-seok.

Ji-Su  Hello. I am Ji-su. Nice to meet you.

("Informal" greeting)

Jin-Seok  Hello. I am Jin-seok.

Ji-Su  Hello. I am Ji-su. Nice to meet you.

Vocabulary
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Hangul Romanization English

HUX8� annyeonghaseyo Hello.

��µÈä. bangapseumnida. Pleasure to meet you, Pleasure

to see you.

�� (name)�Èä. jeoneun (name)imnida. I am (name).

Ì�� ��µÈä mannaseo bangapseumnida nice to meet you

Ì�ä mannada to meet

��ä bangapda to be glad (to meet)

HU annyeong Hi, Hello.

�� (name)|.  na-neun (name)ya I am (name).

Ì�� ��Ì. Man-na-seo ban-ga-wo. Nice to meet you.

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

HUX8�. ìì�. "Hello, everyone."

�L Y µÈä. Ì�� ��µÈä. "How do you do? Nice to meet you."

�� t½°�Èä. "I am Kyungwoo Lee."

�L Y µÈä. Ì�� ��µÈä. "How do you do? Nice to meet you."

8 ÜÐ Ì��! "Let's meet at three o'clock!"

üÌ(... ��Ì�. "Juheon...It's good to see you."

 °|! HU! "Seonu! Hello!"

�� À�t|. "I am Ji-hyeon."

äÜ Ì�� ��Ì�. "It's good to meet you again."

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is to Learn about Two Ways of Greeting in Korea:

In a Formal Setting and in an Informal Setting. 

 

1. In a Formal Setting (between Two Adults Who Are Strangers to Each Other)

1. (Formal greeting at a Korean restaurant)

Ä�: HUX8�. ��µÈä. �� Ä� �Èä.

Jin-Seok: An-nyeong-ha-se-yo. Ban-gap-seum-ni-da. Jeo-neun jin-seok-im-ni-da.

LC: BB_L1_041811 Â© www.KoreanClass101.com - All Rights Reserved 2011-04-18
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Jin-Seok: "Hello. Nice to meet you. I am Jin-seok."

2. À�: HUX8�, �� À� �Èä. Ì�� ��µÈä.

Ji-Su: An-nyeong-ha-se-yo. Jeo-neun ji-su-im-ni-da. Man-na-seo ban-gap-seum-ni-da. 

Ji-Su: "Hello. I am Ji-su. Nice to meet you."

 

Vocabulary and Lesson Notes

1. HUX8�.

An-nyeong-ha-se-yo.

  "Hello."

2. (Ì��) ��µÈä.

(Man-na-seo) Ban-gap-seum-ni-da.

"Nice to meet you."

3. �� Ä�(À�) �Èä.

Jeo-neun Jin-Seok(Ji-Su)im-ni-da.

"I am Jin-Seok(Ji-Su)."

* �� (Jeo-nuen) "I" + Ä�(À�) (Jin-Seok(Ji-Su)) "Name" + �Èä (im-ni-da)

"am"

Therefore, �� [name] �Èä (Jeo-neun [name] im-ni-da) = "I am (name)."

 

2. In an Informal Setting (between Two Adults Who Are Acquaintances)

1. ("Informal" greeting at a Korean cafe)

Ä�: HU. � Ä�t|.

Jin-Seok: An-nyeong. Nan jin-seok-i-ya.

Jin-Seok: "Hello. I am Jin-seok."

2. À�: HU. � À�|. Ì�� ��Ì.

Ji-Su: An-nyeong. Nan ji-su-ya. Man-na-seo ban-ga-wo.

Ji-Su: "Hello. I am Ji-su. Nice to meet you."

 

Vocabulary and Lesson Notes

1. HU.

An-nyeong.

"Hello."
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2. Ì�� ��Ì.

Man-na-seo ban-ga-wo.

  "Nice to meet you."

3. � Ä�t|./� À�|.

Nan Jin-Seok-i-ya./Nan Ji-Su-ya.

  "I am Jin-seok."/"I am Ji-su."

* � (nan) informal "I" is a shortened form of �� (na-neun) formal "I"

* (t)| ((i)ya) informal "am" is a shortened form of �Èä (iminda) formal "am"

Therefore, � [name] (t)| (Nan [name] (i)ya) = "I am [name]."

 

3. In a Casual Setting (between Best Friends)

1. (Casual greeting at a coffee shop)

A: |~~ )� )�, � ÀÈ´?

A: Ya~~ bang-ga bang-ga. Jal ji-nae-sseo?

A: "Yeah~~ Hello, hello, how have you been?"

2. B: Q. � ÀÈ´! �?

B: Eung. Jal ji-nae-sseo! Neon?

B: "Yes, I've been well! And you?"

3. A: �Ä � ÀÈÀ~~

A: Na-do jal ji-nae-jji~~

A: "I've also been well~~!"

 

Vocabulary and Lesson Notes

1. )� )�

Bang-ga bang-ga

"Hello, hello."

2. � ÀÈ´? (with the intonation going up)

Jal ji-nae-sseo?

"How have you been?"

3. � ÀÈÀ. (with the intonation going down)

Jal ji-nae-jji.

"I have been well."

LC: BB_L1_041811 Â© www.KoreanClass101.com - All Rights Reserved 2011-04-18
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Cultural Insight

1. Bow, Bow, Bow

Keep in mind that bowing is a big part of Korean culture!

Korean people bow in almost every situation; wherever they would be, whatever they would

do, and whoever they would meet, bowing is considered basic good manners toward each

other.

 

Therefore, if you plan to visit Korea, the first thing you have to learn is how to bow well

in any situation.

2. Family Name (Last Name) + Given Name 

Korean people normally say and call their "given name" to each other. If somebody demands

your full name, the order for saying one's name is "Family name (last name) + Given

name," which is opposite of the Western way of saying it. For example, if your full name

is Chris (given name) Kim (family name), you have to say "�� ´ l¬¤ �Èä."

(Jeo-neun Kim Chris-imnida.) "My name is Kim Chris" in Korea.
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Korean Hangul

�  HUX8�. �� ��Èä. �� \m¬��Èä.

pD  HUX8�. �� pD�Èä. �� øm¬��Èä.

�  �� %D 9�ä. �� \m´| õ�\ä.

pD  �� uD 9�ä. �� �´| õ�\ä.

Romanization

Tim  An-nyeong-ha-se-yo. Jeo-neun Tim-im-ni-da. Jeo-neun

han-guk-sa-ram-im-ni-da.

De-bi  An-nyeong-ha-se-yo. Jeo-neun De-bi-im-ni-da. Jeo-neun

mi-guk-sa-ram-im-ni-da.

Tim  Na-neun bab-eul meok-neun-da. Na-neun han-gu-geo-reul

gong-bu-han-da.

Debi  Na-neun ppang-eul meok-neun-da. Na-neun yeong-eo-reul

gong-bu-han-da.

English

Tim  Hello. I am Tim. I am Korean.

Debbie  Hello. I am Debbie. I am American.

Tim  I eat a meal. I study Korean.

Debbie  I eat bread. I study English.

Vocabulary

LC: BB_L2_042511 Â© www.KoreanClass101.com - All Rights Reserved 2011-04-25
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Hangul Romanization English

HUX8� annyeonghaseyo Hello.

�� (name)�Èä. jeoneun (name)imnida. I am (name).

\m¬� hanguksaram Korean (people)

øm¬� miguksaram American

� na I, me (informal)

% bap rice, food, meal

9ä meokta to eat

\m´ hangugeo Korean (language)

õ�Xä gongbuhada to study

u ppang bread

�´ yeong-eo English (language)

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

HUX8�. ìì�. "Hello, everyone."

�� t½°�Èä. "I am Kyungwoo Lee."

�� \m ¬��Èä. "I am Korean."

� ¬�@ øm ¬��Èä. "That person is American."

�� À�t|. "I am Ji-hyeon."

% DÁ H 9È´�. "I didn't eat yet."

�t % 9<ì ��. "Let's go eat together."

\m´ õ�� �4 ¬ø�´�. "Studying Korean is so much fun."

� \m´ ` � �´. "I can speak Korean."

|�|Ð� õ�Xà öÀ JD�. "I don't want to study on Sunday!"

uXà ��� �´�. "I have at least bread and soup."

�´� �4 ´$Ì�. "English is too hard."

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Understanding the Basic Structures of Korean Sentences.

 

In this lesson, we'll help you learn more about the basic structures of Korean sentences by

comparing them to basic English sentences: S + V, S + V + C, and S + V + O.

LC: BB_L2_042511 Â© www.KoreanClass101.com - All Rights Reserved 2011-04-25
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 Note: Don't worry about general verbs and nouns that we use in this lesson. ONLY focus

on distinguishing the subject, verb, complement, and object.

 

1. Subject + Verb: "Subject do/does Verb" = S + @ (eun)/� (neun) or t (i)/� (ga)

V\ä (handa). 

For Example:

1. �@ 9�ä.

Tim-eun meok-neun-da.

"Tim eats."

2. pD� õ�\ä.

Debi-neun gong-bu-han-da.

"Debbie studies."

3. �t 9�ä.

Tim-i meok-neun-da.

"Tim eats."

4. pD� õ�\ä.

Debi-ga gong-bu-han-da.

"Debbie studies."

As you can see from the above, in a basic S + V Korean sentence, to make and distinguish

the subject from other parts of sentence elements, you have to look for the particles @

(eun)/� (neun) or t(i)/� (ga). 

For Example: 

1. �� 9�ä. 

Na-neun meok-neun-da.

  "I eat."

2. YÝ@ õ�\ä. 

Haksaeng-eun gong-bu-han-da.

  "A student studies."

3. ø� 9�ä. 

Geu-ga meok-neun-da.

"He eats."

4. YÝt õ�\ä. 

Hak-saeng-i gong-bu-han-da.

  "A student studies."

POINT #1: The subject in a basic Korean sentence requires the particles @ (eun)/� (neun

)/t(i)/� (ga) right after the subject.

 

LC: BB_L2_042511 Â© www.KoreanClass101.com - All Rights Reserved 2011-04-25
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2. Subject + "Be" Verb + Complement: "Subject is Complement" = S + @ (eun)/� (neun)

Complement �Èä  (imnida) "to be"

1. �� ��Èä.

Na-neun Tim-im-ni-da. 

"I am Tim."

2. ø� \m¬��Èä.

Geu-neun han-guk-sa-ram im-ni-da.

"He is Korean."

3. ø@� pD�Èä.

Geu-nyeo-neun De-bi-im-ni-da.

  "She is Debbie."

4. ø@� øm¬��Èä.

Geu-nyeo-neun mi-guk-sa-ram-im-ni-da.

"She is American."

As you can see from the above, in a basic S + "Be" Verb + C English sentence, we can

simply translate into "Subject @ (eun)/� (neun) Complement �Èä (imnida) in Korean.

For Example:

1. ø@�  ÝØ�Èä. 

Geu-nyeo-neun seon-saeng-nim-im-ni-da.

  "She is a teacher."

2. ø� YÝ �Èä.

Geu-neun hak-saeng im-ni-da.

  "He is a student."

POINT #2: The basic English sentence "A is B" translates as A@ (eun)/� (neun)

B �Èä (imnida) in Korean.

 

3. Subject + Verb + Object: "Subject verb object" = "Subject" +t (i)/� (ga)

or @ (eun)/� (neun) "Object" +D (eul)/| (reul) Verb \ä (handa)

1. �t %D 9�ä.

Tim-i bab-eul meok-neun-da.

"Tim eats a meal."

2. "Debbie studies Korean."

pD� \m´| õ�\ä.

De-bi-ga han-gu-geo-reul gong-bu-han-da.

"Debbie studies Korean."

LC: BB_L2_042511 Â© www.KoreanClass101.com - All Rights Reserved 2011-04-25
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3. �� %D 9�ä.

Na-neun bab-eul meok-neun-da.

  "I eat dinner."

4. YÝt \m´| õ�\ä.

Hak-saeng-i han-gu-geo-reul gong-bu-han-da.

"A student studies Korean."

As you can see from the above, in a basic S + V + O Korean sentence, to make and

distinguish the object from other parts of sentence elements, you have to look for these

particles D (eul)/| (reul).

For Example:

1. pD� �ìD 9�ä. 

Debbie-ga jeomsim-eul meokneunda).

"Debbie eats lunch."

2. �t �´| õ�\ä.

Tim-i yeong-eo-reul gong-bu-han-da).

  "Tim studies English." 

POINT #3: The object in a basic Korean sentence requires the particles D (eul)/| (reul)

right after the object.
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Korean Hangul

xmx(�)  �0�. t�@ P��?

ì�ÅÐ(pD)  ø�@ "x¤4¸ �ä" �Èä.

xmx  \mÐ\ P��?

ì�ÅÐ (ôµ)  \mÐ\ "|t" �Èä.

xmx  �? P|à�? \� T Ðt ü8�...

ì�ÅÐ

(���)

 "|-t" t�.

xmx  L... �Ð øHiÈä, ��� Ðt ü8�...

ì�ÅÐ (è,

���)

 "|---t--"t�.

xmx  D~~ "|..t.." - "Instant noodles". àÙµÈä!

Romanization

oe-gu-gin (Tim)  Jeo-gi-yo.I-geo-seun mwo-ye-yo?

yeo-jong-eop-won

(Debi)

 Geu-geo-seun nu-deul-im-ni-da.

oe-gu-gin  Han-guk-mal-ro mwo-ye-yo?

yeo-jong-eop-won

(bo-tong)

 Han-guk-mal-ro "la-myeon"im-ni-da.

oe-gu-gin  Ye? mwo-ra-go-yo? han-beon deo mal-hae ju-se-yo...

yeo-jong-eop-won

(cheon-cheon-hi)

 "la-myeon"i-yo.

oe-gu-gin  Eum... Jeong-mal mi-an-ham-ni-da. Cheon-cheon-hi mal-hae

ju-se-yo...

yeo-jong-eop-won

(hwol-ssin

cheon-cheon-hi)

 "la---myeon--"i-yo.

oe-gu-gin  A~~ "la..myeon.." - "noodle". Go-map-seum-ni-da!

English

Foreigner (Tim)  Excuse me, what is this?

LC: BB_L3_050211 Â© www.KoreanClass101.com - All Rights Reserved 2011-05-02
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 Those are instant noodles.

Foreigner  What is (it) in Korean?

Waitress (normal

speed)

 That's "ramyeon" in Korean.

Foreigner  What did you say? Could you say (that) one more time,

please...?

Waitress (a bit

slowly)

 (It's called) "ra-myeon."

Foreigner  Hmm...(I'm) really sorry, but could you say (that) slower

please...?

Waitress (a lot

slower)

 (it's called) "Ra---myeon."

Foreigner  Ah~~ "Ra...myeon"..."instant noodles." Thank you!

Vocabulary
Hangul Romanization English

�0� jeogiyo Excuse me.

t� igeot this (proper, written form)

P��? mwo-yeyo What is it? What?

ø� geugeot that [proper, written form

(close to the listener)]

�Èä im-ni-da is, am, are

\mÐ hangukmal Korean (language)

|t ra-myeon instant noodles

P|à�? mwo-ra-go-yo? What did you say?

\� hanbeon one time, once

T deo more

ÐXä malhada to say, to speak

ü8� juseyo Please give me (standard

politeness level)

�Ð jeongmal really, for real

øHiÈä. mi-an-ham-ni-da. I'm sorry.

��� cheoncheonhi slowly

àÙµÈä gomapseumnida Thank you (standard).

Vocabulary Sample Sentences
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"Excuse me. What time is it now?"

t�@ � E�Èä. "This is my book."

tp P��? "What is this?"

ø�@ 4Ç�ÈL? "What is that?"

� t�@ ü��Èä. "My name is Minsu."

� ¬�@ øm ¬��Èä. "That person is American."

xm ¬��Èä. "I'm a foreigner."

\mÐ H ´$Ì�. "Korean is not difficult."

1ü| ÙH ä| |tD 9È´�. "I ate instant noodles every day for one

week."

P|à�? äÜ \� Ðt��. "What did you say? Please tell me one more

time."

\� $´�. "I've looked at it once."

\mt T Dø�. "Korea is more expensive."

�m´\ ÐX�. "Let's speak in Chinese."

Ît ü8�! "Please give me a lot!"

øp �Ðt|? "Is that for real?"

°@! �Ð `tä! "Wow! That's so fast!"

øHiÈä. "I'm sorry."

��� Ðt ü8�. "Please say it slowly."

 < àÙµÈä. "Thank you for the present."

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is to Learn Some Korean Phrases That Come in Handy When

Learning More Korean. 

 

Here are some Korean phrases you'll likely use at a Korean restaurant.

For Example:

1. xmx: �0�. t�@ P��?

oe-gu-gin: Jeo-gi-yo. I-geo-seun mwo-ye-yo?

Foreigner: "Excuse me. What is this?"

2. ì�ÅÐ: ø�@ "�ä"�Èä. 

yeo-jong-eop-won: Geu-geo-seun "nu-deul" im-ni-da.

Waitress: "Those are instant noodles."

3. xmx: \mÐ\ P��?

oe-gu-gin: Han-guk-mal-ro mwo-ye-yo?

LC: BB_L3_050211 Â© www.KoreanClass101.com - All Rights Reserved 2011-05-02
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Foreigner: "What is (it) in Korean?"

4. ì�ÅÐ (ôµ): \mÐ\ "|t" �Èä. 

yeo-jong-eop-won (bo-tong): Han-guk-mal-ro "ra-myeon"im-ni-da.

Waitress (normal speed): "That's 'ramyeon' in Korean."

5. xmx: P|à�? \� T Ðt ü8�...

oe-gu-gin: Mwo-ra-go-yo? Han-beon deo mal-hae ju-se-yo...

Foreigner: "What did you say?" Could you say (that) one more time, please...?"

6. ì�ÅÐ (���): "|-t" t�.

yeo-jong-eop-won (cheon-cheon-hi): "ra-Myeon" i-yo.

Waitress (a bit slowly): "(It's called) 'ra-myeon.'"

7. xmx: `... �Ð øHiÈä. ��� Ðt ü8�...

oe-gu-gin: Heum... Jeong-mal mi-an-ham-ni-da. Cheon-cheon-hi mal-hae ju-se-yo...

Foreigner: "Hmm...(I'm) really sorry, but could you say (that) slower please..."

8. ì�ÅÐ (è, ���): "|---t--"t�.

yeo-jong-eop-won (hwol-ssin cheon-cheon-hi): "Ra---myeon-" i-yo.

Waitress (a lot slower): "(It's called) 'Ra---myeon.'"

9. 9.     xmx: D~~ "|...t"..."noodle." àÙµÈä!

oe-gu-gin: A~~"Ra..myeon"..."noodles." Go-map-seum-ni-da!

Foreigner: "Ah~~'Ra..myeon'...'instant noodles.' Thank you!"

 

Vocabulary and Lesson Notes

1. �0�. (Jeo-gi-yo.)  "Excuse me."

�0� (jeo-gi-yo) translates to "excuse me" in English. We use it when trying to get

someone's attention before saying something or asking a question. 

2. \mÐ\ P��? (Han-guk-mal-ro mwo-ye-yo?) "What is [noun] in Korean?"

 We often use the phrase \mÐ\ P��? (Han-guk-mal-ro mwo-ye-yo? when we don't

know what something is called in Korean.

Let's break the phrase down. \mÐ\ (Han-guk-mal-ro) means "in Korean," and P��?

(mwo-ye-yo?) means "What is the (noun)?" The simple way to use this phrase is to say

"this" or "that" while pointing to the subject that you are referring to. For example, "What is

this in Korean?" or "What is that in Korean?"

Note: To say "What is (noun) in English?" you can use the same structure. Say �´\

(yeong-eo-ro), meaning "in English," instead of saying \mÐ\ (Han-guk-mal-ro), meaning

"in Korean." "What's this in English?" = �´\ P��? (Yeong-eo-lo mwo-ye-yo?)

3. \� T Ðt ü8�... (Han-beon deo mal-hae ju-se-yo?)  "Could you say (that) one

more time, please?"

 We often use this phrase \�T Ðt ü8�... (Han-beon deo mal-hae ju-se-yo...) when
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asking someone to repeat something.

Let's break the phrase down. \� T (Han-beon deo) means "one more time," and Ðt

ü8�... (mal-hae ju-se-yo...) means "could you say (it), please..." Therefore, all together,

\� T Ðt ü8�... (Han-beon deo mal-hae ju-se-yo?) means "Could you say that one

more time, please?"

4. ��� Ðt ü8�... (cheon-cheon-hi mal-hae ju-se-yo?)  "Could you say (that) slower

please?"

 We often use this phrase ��� Ðt ü8�... (cheon-cheon-hi mal-hae ju-se-yo...) when

asking someone to say something more slowly.

Let's break the phrase down. ��� (cheon-cheon-hi) means "slowly," and Ðt ü8�

(mal-hae ju-se-yo)... means "could you say (it), please..." Therefore, all together ���

Ðt ü8�? (cheon-cheon-hi mal-hae ju-se-yo?) means "Could you say (that) slower,

please?"
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Korean Hangul

"|"

"t"

"¼"

"¬"

"$"

"!"

"`"

"�"

"l"

"í"

Romanization

"il"

"i"

"sam"

"sa"

"o"

"yuk"

"chil"

"pal"

"gu"

"sip"

English

one

two

three

four

five

six

seven

eight

nine
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ten

Vocabulary
Hangul Romanization English

õ gong zero (Sino-Korean)

| il one (Sino-Korean)

t i two (Sino-Korean)

¼ sam three (Sino-Korean)

¬ sa four (Sino-Korean)

$ o five (Sino-Korean)

! yuk six (Sino-Korean)

� pal eight (Sino-Korean)

l gu nine (Sino-Korean)

í sip ten (Sino-Korean)

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

´ ( �8� "õ l t $"|. "The license plate number of my car is 0925."

1ü| ÙH ä| |tD 9È´�. "I ate instant noodles every day for one

week."

2ü Ät )YtÐ�. "It's school vacation in two weeks."

� ¼Ü 8|| ä 9´Ä 0à�. "I'm still hungry after eating three meals a

day."

2 ñX0 4� 8�Èä. "Two multiplied by four equals eight."

5�m´ ` � D� ¬�@ ÎÀ JD�. "There aren't many people who can speak five

languages."

ø� ! ¨ä � É´�Èä. "He is the youngest of six children."

8ÔX T�� �Ð 80 �ää. "The heat in August is intolerable."

t �ô| äÜ ãà ö<Üt 9�D

�tíÜ$.

"To repeat this information, press nine."

10DÙH XèÄ `ÐÆt ì8´�. "I ran for ten years without skipping a day."

Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Teaching the Sino-Korean Numbers from 1 to 100 in Korean.
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Korean has two sets of numbers: Sino-Korean Numbers and Pure Korean Numbers. The

Sino-Korean number system is a number system that is derived from Chinese numerals. We

typically use these numbers for reciting phone numbers, time (minutes), months, years,

counting money, and a number of other things. In this lesson, we simply practice with the

numbers one through ten, ten through twenty, and multiples of ten up to one hundred. 

1. Numbers from 1 to 10:

Numeral  Sino Korean Number  Romanization

0  õ, �  gong, yeong

1  |   il

2  t   i

3  ¼   sam

4  ¬   sa

5  $  o

6  !  yuk

7  `  chil

8  �  pal

9  l  gu

10  í   sip

 

2. Numbers from 10 to 20: 
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Numeral Sino Korean

Number

Romanization 

11 = (10 +

1)

 í| = (í +

|)

  sibil (sib + il)

12 = (10 +

2)

 ít = (í +

t)

  sibi (sib + i)

13 = (10 +

3)

 í¼ = (í +

¼)

  sibsam (sib +

sam)

14 = (10 +

4)

 í¬ = (í +

¬)

  sibsa (sib + sa)

15 = (10 +

5)

 í$ = (í +

$)

  sibo (sib + o)

16 = (10 +

6)

 í! = (í +

!)

  sibyuk (sib +

yuk)

17 = (10 +

7)

 í` = (í +

`)

  sibchil (sib +

chil)

18 = (10 +

8)

 í� = (í +

�)

  sipal (sib + pal)

19 = (10 +

9)

 íl = (í +

l)

  sibgu (sib + gu)

20 = (2 *

10)

 tí = (t +

í)

  i-sib (i + sib)

* Note: 11 to 19: í (sip)  "10" + 1 to 9

20 to 29: tí (i-sib) "20" + 1 to 9

... 90 to 99: lí (gu-sib) "90" + 1 to 9

3. Multiples of 10 up to 100: 
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Numeral Sino-Korean

Number 

 Romanization

10  í   sib

20 = (2 *

10)

 tí = (t +

í)

  i-sib (i + sib)

30 = (3 *

10)

 ¼í = (¼ +

í)

  samsib (sam +

sib)

40 = (4 *

10)

 ¬í = (¬+í)   sasib (sa + sib)

50 = (5 *

10)

 $í = ($ +

í)

 o-sib (o - sib)

60 = (6 *

10)

 !í = (! +

í)

 yuksib (yuk -

sib)

70 = (7 *

10)

 `í = (` +

í)

 chilsib (chil +

sib)

80 = (8 *

10)

 �í = (� +

í)

 palsib (pal +

sib)

90 = (9 *

10)

 lí = (l +

í)

 gusib (gu + sib)

100  1  baek

 

4. Some others:

Numeral   Sino Korean

Number 

 Romanization 

100  1  baek

1,000  �  cheon

10,000  Ì  man

Here are some examples we discuss in this lesson.

For Example:

1. 8, "eight" is � (pal)

2. 23, "twenty-three" is..."two" t (i) + "ten" í (sib), tí (i-sib) + "three" ¼ (sam);

therefore, tí ¼ (i-sib sam)

3. 56, "fifty-six" is..."five" $ (o) + "ten" í (sib), $í (o-sib) + "six" ! (yuk);

therefore, $í ! (o-sib yuk)

4. 94, "ninety-four" is..."nine" l (gu) + "ten" í (sib), lí (gusib) + "four" ¬ (sa);

therefore, lí ¬ (gusib sa)
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Korean Hangul

"X�"

"X"

"K"

"7"

"ä/"

"ì/"

"|ñ"

"ì_"

"DI"

"ô"

"¤<"

Romanization

"ha-na"

"dul"

"set"

"net"

"da-seot"

"yeo-seot"

"il-gob"

"yeo-deol"

"a-hob"

"yeol"

"seu-mul"

English

"one"

"two"

"three"

"four"

"five"

"six"
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"seven"

"eight"

"nine"

"ten"

"twenty"

Vocabulary
Hangul Romanization English

X� hana one (native-korean numeral)

X dul two (native-korean numeral)

K set three (native-korean numeral)

7 net four (native-korean numeral)

ä/ daseot five (native-korean numeral)

ì/ yeoseot six (native-korean numeral)

|ñ ilgop seven (native-korean numeral)

ì_ yeodeolp eight (native-korean numeral)

DI ahop nine (native-korean numeral)

ô yeol ten (native-korean numeral)

¤< seumul twenty (native-korean

numeral)

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

�ì� X� Ä)�´�. "A parcel has arrived."

�l X ´�� Ì¬´? "Where did you two meet?"

�� ¬ü� K �´�. I have three apples.

°¬ $ �t� �X´. The four of us hung out.

ä/ ÜLÀ ø�D ]´| t. I need to finish it by five o'clock.

ì�@ ì/ Ü� x8ä. The travel took six hours.

øä@ |ñ ÜLÀ� ¬4ä\ ÌD,

��Èä.

They're expected back at the office by 7.

ø@� ì_ �X �$D ¨¼ä. She left us with eight novels.

ø@� �h DI ´X �tÐ à8D

}�ä.

She reads newspapers already at age nine.

� Dä@ ô ´tÐ�. My son is 10 years old.

�� ¤<|ñ ´�Èä. I am twenty seven years old.
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Grammar Points

Basic Bootcamp #5: Counting II (Pure-Korean Numbers)

The Focus of This Lesson is to Teach the Numbers (Pure-Korean Numbers) 1 to 100 in

Korean (Pure-Korean Numbers).

Korean has two sets of numbers: Sino-Korean Numbers and Pure-Korean Numbers.  ��

\m´ +� (Sun-su Han-guk-eo sut-ja)  means "Pure Korean numbers".  We use these

numbers for reciting people, items, o'clock, hours and so on.  

In this lesson, we simpiy practice with the numbers one through ten, ten through twenty and

multiples of ten upto one hundred.  

1. Numbers from 1 to 10:

Numeral Letter Pure Korean Numbers Romanization

1 X� ha-na 

2 X dul

3 K set

4 7 net

5 ä/ da-seot

6 ì/ yeo-seot

7 |ñ il-gob

8 ì_ yeo-deol

9 DI a-hob

10 ô yeol

2. Numbers from 11 to 20:

Numeral Letter Pure Korean Numbers Romanization

11 ôX� (ô "ten" + X�

"one")

yeol-hana

12 ôX (ô "ten" + X "two") yeol-dul

13 ôK (ô "ten" + K "three") yeol-set

14 ô7 (ô "ten" + 7 "four") yeol-net

15 ôä/ (ô "ten" + ä/

"five")

yeol-da-seot
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16 ôì/ (ô "ten" + ì/

"six")

yeol-yeo-seot

17 ô|ñ (ô "ten" + |ñ

"seven")

yeol-il-gob

18 ôì_ (ô "ten" + ì_

"eight")

yeol-yeo-deol

19 ôDI (ô "ten" + DI

"nine")

yeol-a-hob

20 ¤< seu-mul

*Note: 11 to 19 (ô (yeol) "10" + 1 to 9)

20 to 29 (¤< (seu-mul) "20" + 1 to 9)

... 90 to 99 (DT (a-heun) "90" + 1 to 9)

3. Multiples of 10 up to 100: 

Numeral Letter Pure Korean Numbers Romanization

10 ô yeol

20 ¤< seu-mul

30 �x seo-reun

40 ÈT ma-heun

50 p shwin

60 �� ye-sun

70 |T il-heun

80 ìà yeo-deun

90 DT a-heun

100 don't have it don't have it

4. Some others:

Numeral Letter Pure Korean Numbers Romanization

100 don't have it don't have it

1,000 don't have it don't have it

10,000 don't have it don't have it

Some examples we discuss in this lesson:
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9, "nine" is DI (a-hob)

12, "twelve" is... 

"ten" ô (yeol) + "two" X (dul)

therefore, ôX (yeol-dul)

15, "fifteen" is...

"ten" ô (yeol) + "five" ä/ (da-seot)

therefore, ôä/ (yeol-da-seot)

18, "eighteen" is...

"ten" ô (yeol) + "eight" ì_ (yeo-deol)

therefore, ôì_ (yeol-yeo-deol)

11, "eleven" is...

"ten" ô (yeol) + "one" X� (ha-na)

therefore, ôX� (yeol-ha-na)

*NOTE (don't need to remember this for now): when they precede a �classifier� (such as

the word for Ü (si) �o�clock� when telling time), numbers ending in digits 1-4 and the

number 20 change as follows:

Numeral Letter + "o'clock"  Pure Korean Numbers Romanization

1 o'clock \ Ü (X� "one" becomes \

"one" + Ü "o'clock")

han si (hana beomes han)

2 o'clock P Ü (X "two" becoems P

"two" + Ü "o'clock")

du si (dul becomes du)

3 o'clock 8 Ü (K "three" becomes 8

"three" + Ü "o'clock")

se si (set becomes se)

4 o'clock $ Ü (7 "four" becomes $ 

"four" + Ü "o'clock")

ne si (net becomes ne)

20 years old ¤4 ´ (¤< "twenty"

becomes ¤4 "twenty" + ´

"year old")

seu-mu sal (seu-mul becomes 

seu-mu)
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Grammar Points

All About #1 - Introduction lesson

History of Korean

Linguistics

There are many different theories as to what language family Korean comes from. The most

widely-believed theory is that Korean came from the Altaic language group, and Korean is

related to Mongolian, Turkish, and Japanese. Although Korean shares its origin in language

family with these languages, it has its unique, independent writing system, called Hangeul.

The history of spoken Korean goes back a long time. The Korean peninsula has seen the rise

and fall of many dynasties for the course of time, but the oldest version of Korean language

that is similar to the current form is believed to be approximately 2,000 years old.

The writing system of the Korean language is called \� (Hangeul), and this writing system

was invented and announced to the public in 1446 by King 8� (Sejong), who was the 4th

king of the p  (Joseon) dynasty. Before King Sejong invented the writing system, Korean

speakers used the letters from Chinese to express the sounds of Korean by adapting letters

that sound similar in Korean. \� (Hangeul) is now considered to be one of the most

scientific writing systems in the world that can express the widest range of sounds.

Korean has approximately 78 million speakers, mostly in Korea, but the population of

Korean speakers outside Korea is also continuing to grow.

About country of origin

Korea is a country of rich culture and long history. The first kingdom in the Korean

peninsula, àp  (Gojoseon) was established over 4,000 years ago. The Korean peninsula is

situated between China, Russia, and Japan, and due to its location, Korea has interacted with

different cultures throughout many millenia. While interacting with many different countries,

however, Korea has developed its unique culture in many aspects. The unique characteristics

of the Korean culture are reflected in many Korean TV dramas and movies, which are also

very popular outside Korea, setting the trend called The Korean Wave (Hallyu).

Korea is also well-known for having one of the fastest growing economies in the world.

Since the 1960s, the Korean economy has grown by over 450 times. The population of South

Korea now is about 48 million, and there are 1 million non-Korean people living in Korea.

Why it is important

1. Korea is a great place to live, travel, and work. You can enjoy the rich culture, the

beautiful nature, the convenient facilities of the cities and all the great Korean dishes in

Korea even without speaking any Korean, but your experiences in Korea will get so much

richer if you know the Korean Language.

2. A lot of Korean companies are expanding and operating overseas, so you can find career
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opportunities using your Korean language skills. This will be a great add to your entire

career.

3. Do you enjoy watching Korean movies and TV dramas? You can enjoy your favorite

Korean movies and TV shows by reading the subtitles, but after learning Korean, you will

be able to understand the movies and dramas on a different level and depth.

4. Korean is easy to read and write. You can literally master how to read and write in

Korean within days. While traveling or living in Korea, you will be able to understand a lot

of written words just by knowing how to read Korean.

5. If you know Korean, it becomes much easier to learn Japanese, because the Japanese

grammar is almost identical to the Korean grammar, and Chinese, because Chinese and

Korean share so many similar words.
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The Focus of This Lesson Is the Korean Writing System.

Korean uses \� (Hangeul) as its writing system. King 8� (Sejong) invented \� (

Hangeul) and announced it to the public in 1446, and it has been the official writing system

ever since. King 8� (Sejong) invented this system, which was one of the many great

things that he did for the country and the people, because he felt that it was not right for

Korea not to have its own writing system. Before the invention of \� (Hangeul), people

used the borrowed characters from Chinese that had the closest sounds to the Korean sounds,

but this was not an ideal system for writing Korean.

 

Now, people consider \� (Hangeul) to be one of the most scientific writing systems in the

world because it can express more sounds more accurately than any other writing system

can. The biggest strength of \� (Hangeul) is that it is very easy to learn to read and

write. You can learn it within a few days or even hours, so there is no reason not to learn

it if you're planning a visit to Korea. There are many loan words in the Korean language

that come from English, such as "taxi," "bus," "camera," and so forth, so you will find

yourself understanding the words in the signs or menus just by knowing how to read \� (

Hangeul).

The Korean Alphabet

There are fourteen basic consonants and ten basic vowels in Korean. There are compound

consonants and vowels too, but we form them by combining the basic consonants and vowels.

Therefore, if you understand the basic consonants and vowels, of which there are just

twenty-four, you can basically read everything in Korean.
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In Korean, you form words by combining consonants and vowels. Unlike in English, in which

you just write one letter after another in a straight line to form words, in Korean you form

a square for each syllable. For example, if you want to write the English name "Sam," it's

three letters written one after another in a line, but in Korean, it's Ø, one letter, composed

of three parts, written in a square.

Consonants

The following is the list of the basic consonants in Korean, with their similar sounds in

English in the brackets.

 

Korean Romanization

1 [-g]

4 [-n]

7 [-d]

9 [-r/-l]

A [-m]

B [-b]

E [-s]

G [no sound/-ng]

H [-j/-z]

J [-ch]

K [-k]

L [-t]

M [-p]

N [-h]

Vowels

The following is the list of the basic vowels in Korean, with the romanization written in the

brackets.

Korean Romanization

O [-a]
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Q [-ya]

S [-eo]

U [-yeo]

W [-o]

[ [-yo]

\ [-u]

` [-yu]

a [-eu]

c [-i]

 

Forming a Letter

Forming a letter using the consonants and the vowels from above is very easy. As mentioned

above, you form letters by putting them into a square shape.

1) If the vowel has a long vertical line, like O, Q, S, U, or c, the consonant comes in

on the left half, and the vowel comes in on the right half.

For Example:

1.  G  +  O = D [-a]

2.  1  +  S = p [-geo]

3.  B  +  c = D [-bi]

2) If the vowel has a long horizontal line, like W, [, \, `, or a, the consonant comes in

on the upper half, and the vowel comes in on the lower half.

For Example:

1.  G  +  W = $ [-o]
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2.  H  +  \ = ü [-ju/-zu]

3.  K  +  ` = P [-kyu]

3) After a combination of a consonant and a vowel, if there is one more consonant attached

at the end, the consonant comes in at the very bottom of the already existing square, and

the other parts get squeezed a little toward the top to make the entire shape a square again.

For Example:

1.  D  +  4 = H [-an]

2.  p  +  G = � [-jong]

3.  �  +  9 = � [-bul]
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Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Basic Korean Grammar.

Probably the most dreaded word when you learn a new language is "grammar." Sometimes

the term "grammar" just sounds like a lot of rules to memorize. But in reality, when you

learn to speak a new language, understanding the grammatical rules and characteristics of the

language is like fastening a safety belt because you will know that you're saying things

correctly. Therefore, you will feel much more safe and comfortable when saying something.

But even if you are not planning to have a complete understanding of Korean grammar right

away, knowing how it basically works will help you understand that Korean is not so

difficult to learn. After all, for over forty-eight million Koreans, Korean is the easiest

language to learn in the world.

Sentence Structure

The biggest difference between English and Korean in terms of grammar is the order in

which you place words to form a sentence. In English, in most sentences, you use a subject

("I," "you," "he," "they," "my house," "your car," etc.) first and then use a verb or a verb

group ("am," "are," "eat," "was stolen by," "will be," etc.), and when it's necessary, there will

be an object noun after that ("ice cream," "a book," "me," etc.).

 

And if you can call this a SVO stucture (subject-verb-object), in Korean, you use the SOV

structure. So in English, you say "I eat ice cream," but in Korean, the order of the words

will be different, and that sentence becomes "I ice cream eat." And like this example, most

Korean sentences have their final and central verb at the very end. Thus, there's a saying in

Korean that goes "When someone's speaking Korean to you, you have to listen until the end

of the sentence." This means that the entire meaning of the sentence can change, depending

on what the last verb in the sentence is.
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Tenses

 

Korean has three main tenses: future, present, and past. We express the other tenses in

English, such as present progressive (e.g., "I am reading a book.") and present perfect (e.g.,

"I have read this book."), through certain sentence endings. Therefore, it is easier in Korean

to form different tenses since there is less conjugation that the speaker has to do.

Gender and Plural

We rarely change Korean words to reflect gender or plurals. To make a noun plural, you

can simply add one letter, which is ä (deul) at the end of the noun, but you can omit this

too.

 

Measure Words and Articles

Korean uses measure words. Each noun has a unique measure word or counter that goes

along with it. For example, when you say "an apple" in English, you don't need a particular

measure word apart from the indefinite article, but in Korean, you use measure words that

go with the specific words. So instead of saying "an apple," in Korean you would say

literally "apple + one + item counter," or instead of "a dog," you would say "dog + one +

animal counter."

 

Pronouns

Pronouns are words that you use instead of repeating the same exact nouns over and over
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again, such as "I," "you," "he," "this," and so forth. And in Korean, we use pronouns just as

commonly as in English, but we often omit them. This is because it is often very obvious

what or whom you are talking about, so there is no need to use pronouns or subject words

in every Korean sentence.

 

Conjugation

In Korean, not only do we conjugate verbs, but we also conjugate adjectives. Therefore, we

also call adjectives "descriptive verbs" as opposed to "active verbs." Korean verbs do not

change depending the first, second, or third person, but they do change in relation to the

politeness levels. But don't worry: conjugating Korean words to make them polite follows

very regular rules.
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Grammar Points

The Focus of This Lesson Is Basic Korean Pronunciation.

Comparatively speaking, Korean is a relatively easy language to learn. This is because once

you master how to read and write in Korean, which is easier than in most other languages,

the learning process gets much easier. Korean has some exceptions in its pronunciation rules,

but in general, it is easy to learn to pronounce Korean fluently.

The Korean alphabet consists of twenty-four basic characters: fourteen consonants and ten

vowels. These basic syllables can form more compound consonants and vowels, and we can

divide them into independent syllables that we recognize as "letters" in Korean.

We're not going to go over the pronunciation of all the consonants and vowels here, but if

you're interested, you can listen to our pronunciation series designed to help you master

Korean pronunciation. Rather, now we're going to discuss some of the more interesting

aspects of pronunciation.

1. In Korean, no consonant can stand alone to make a sound. Therefore, Korean people

always add a vowel to complete the syllable so that they can pronounce it. For example, the

consonant that is equivalent to the sound of the English alphabet "-s" is E in Korean. While

in English you can pronounce "-s" on its own as in "sky," "ski," or "school," in Korean you

have to add the vowel a (eu) to make it ¤ (seu). This explains one of the reasons that

Korean people pronounce words that come from English using a different pronunciation.

2. Out of the fourteen basic consonants, five of them, which are 1, 7, B, E, and H, can

form double consonants. 1, 7, B, E, and H respectively have the sounds of [-g], [-d],

[-b], [-s], and [-j/-z], and when you double them and write 2, 8, C, F, and I, they

have the sounds of [-kk], [-tt], [-pp], [-ss], and [-jj/-zz]. The easiest way to differentiate

these double-consonant sounds from single-consonant sounds is to remember that the

double-consonant sounds are a little more high pitched than the other sounds.

3. Along with the double consonants, there are aspirated consonants, which are very easy to

pronounce because English has the same sounds. They are K [-k], which is an aspirated

version of 1 [-g], and L [-t], the aspirated version of 7 [-d], and M [-p], the aspirated
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version of B [-b], and J [-ch], the aspirated version of H [-j/-z].

4. In Korean, the consonant 9 looks a bit like a curl and implies that it sounds like [-r] or

[-l], for which we have to curl our tongue. But the English pronunciation of [-r] doesn't

exist in Korean, and the Korean 9 is more like the Spanish [-r] when it's at the beginning

of a syllable. And it sounds a little less strong and "curly" than the English [-l] when it's at

the end of a syllable.  
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The Focus of This Lesson Is the Top Five Must-Know Korean Phrases.

The following are five essential phrases that you will be able to use wherever you go in

Korea.

1. HUX8�/HU� �8�/HU� Ä8�.

In any language, the word you will hear and use most commonly when greeting people is

"hello." In Korean, "hello" is HUX8� (annyeong-haseyo). HU (annyeong) means "peace"

or "well-being," and this phrase literally comes from the question HUX8�? (

annyeong-haseyo?), which means "Are you in peace?" but we just use it as a greeting. You

can say this wherever you go, but remember that this is a polite expression. You wouldn't

say this to your family or close friends of your age; in those circumstances, just say the

noun, HU (annyeong).

You can use this phrase whenever you want to greet someone, regardless of whether you are

meeting the person for the first time, whether you meet the person again the next day, or

whether you're meeting the person several times a day. One occasion when this phrase does

not translate as "hello" is when you're answering a phone. You say ìô8� (yeoboseyo)

instead of HUX8� (annyeong-haseyo) only when you answer a phone call.

Now that you've learned how to greet someone, which is HUX8� (annyeong-haseyo),

you might also want to know how to say good-bye in Korean. In Korean, there are two

expressions for good-bye, and you can choose one of them depending on whether you're

leaving or staying. If you are the one who's leaving, you say HU� Ä8� (annyeong-hi

gyeseyo) to the person staying because that means "Please stay in peace." And if you are the

one who's staying, you say HU� �8� (annyeong-hi gaseyo) to the person leaving

because that means "Please go in peace."
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2. �0�

Imagine you want to talk to someone, to ask for help, or to order something in a restaurant.

Of course you can go up to the person and start talking in fluent Korean right away, or

you can start talking in English without knowing whether or not this person knows any

English. It's all up to you, but whatever you do, it would be nice to catch the attention of

the person that you want to talk to. A perfect phrase for this purpose in Korean is �0�

(jeogiyo). We can translate �0� (jeogiyo) as "excuse me," "hello," or "hey," and it has a

very wide range of usage. You can say �0� (jeogiyo) before asking for directions, to tell

someone that he or she dropped something, or to call a waiter or waitress in a restaurant.

3. �.D�.

With the phrase �.D� (gwaenchanayo), you can tell someone that something is "all

right," tell someone not to worry, or refuse something politely. This phrase literally means "it

does not matter," but it can have a very wide range of translations, and we can translate

�.D� (gwaenchanayo) in English as "It's all right," "Don't worry," or "No, thank you."

When you mean "No, thank you" in saying �.D� (gwaenchanayo), you are saying that

you will be fine without it.

4. Ä¡iÈä.

You can show off your manners with this extremely polite expression when you want to

apologize for something. While you're walking down the busy downtown �Ù (Myeong-dong

) street in Seoul, you might step on someone's shoes accidentally or gently bump into

someone. Or, after ordering something in a restaurant, you might want to quickly change

your order before the chef starts making it. In all of these cases and many more, you can

show that you are being polite by saying Ä¡iÈä (joe-song-hamnida). This phrase is a

much more polite way of apologizing than øHiÈä (mianhamnida), but when you really

want to apologize, people will always appreciate that you are using the most polite form.

5. �¬iÈä.

Now that you've learned the other essential phrases, the last but probably the most important

phrase of all is "thank you." You can say this to people you know to show your appreciation

for their hospitality, kindness, or thoughtfulness, or to the people working at a restaurant or

a shop as you're leaving the place. The Korean phrase for "thank you" is �¬iÈä (

gamsahamnida), and this literally means "appreciation + I do." This is one of the most

common phrases you will hear in Korea too.
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The Focus of This Lesson Is the Top Five Things You Have to Know about Korea.

Test your knowledge about Korea!

This lesson will build your basic knowledge of Korea by quizzing you on five areas of

knowledge about Korea: geography, pop culture, travel, economics, and myth busting.

1) Geography Question

South Korea has the following number of provinces:

A) 9

B) 20

C) 30

South Korea consists of nine provinces, including Jeju Island, the biggest island on the far

south end of the Korean peninsula. Since Korea is not very big in area, the climate is

generally very similar throughout the country, with the exception of Jeju Island, where it is

much warmer due to the oceanic climate. There are, however, many different dialects

depending on the region, which makes the language more colorful.

2) Pop Culture Question

We are going to give you the names of four famous groups. Name the one that is NOT an

actual group!
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A) 2PM

B �@Ü� ("Girls' Generation")

C) EE ("Big Bang")

D) E¤ ("Big Ben")

The answer is E) E¤ ("Big Ben."). The other three groups - 2PM, �@Ü� ("Girls'

Generation"), and EE ("Big Bang") are famous pop groups in Korea today. 

3) Travel Question

Name the capital of Korea.

A) Jejudo

B) Gyeongju

C) Seoul

D) Busan

The answer is C) Seoul.

However, all the destinations above are equally popular, and they all have their own unique

characteristics.

A) Jejudo is the biggest island and also the southernmost province of Korea, and it is

famous for its warm oceanic climate and beautiful nature. Jejudo is also the most popular

honeymoon spot within Korea for Korean newlywed couples.

B) Gyeongju is famous for its historic relics, since it was the capital city of the Shilla

dynasty for about one thousand years.

C) Seoul is by far the number one destination for people coming to Korea, since it's the

capital city of South Korea, and there are a lot of downtown areas that you can go to.
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D) Busan is the second largest city that is often compared with Seoul. Busan is located in

the most southeastern part of Seoul, and it's famous for fresh seafood and beautiful beaches.

4) Korean Economics Question 

Korea has shown rapid economic growth since the 1960s. How much bigger in terms of

gross national income (GNI) has the Korean economy grown since 1960s?

A) Ten times bigger

B) Fifty times bigger

C) One hundred times bigger

D) Two hundred times bigger

The GNI of Korea in 1962 was eighty-seven US dollars, and forty years later, it became

over 20,000 US dollars. Therefore, the Korean economy has grown by more than two

hundred times, so the answer is D).

5) Debunk a Myth about Korea. Tell the Whole Story.

Before visiting or learning more about Korea, a lot of people think that South Korea is

under an immediate threat from North Korea. But this is a myth. Since the cease-fire treaty

in 1953, the two governments have existed on independent terms, and although there were

periods of tension, South Korea is very safe to travel or live in.
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The Focus of This Lesson is the Top Five Korean Foods   

Korean Cuisine Basics

Most people are already familiar with Kimchi. However this is just the starting point. The

Koreans have a rich food culture. In fact, we could do a 50-part series on the topic, but

let's go with an overview. The Korean diet is rice-based, and the rice is served with a lot of

side dishes, containing various foods�vegetables, meats, and fish. The Korean diet is

considered to be very healthy because it consists of a wide variety of ingredients and

nutrients, but the only concern among Korean people these days is that the food can be too

salty, so a lot of people are trying to make their dishes less salty than before.

Regional Dishes

You can find all types of dishes almost anywhere you go in Korea, but there are also many

regions that are more famous for one dish than other regions, and even the same type of

dish can taste differently from region to region. Typically, the most famous dishes are

DT% (Bibimbap) in the city of �ü (Jeonju) and í�D (dakgalbi) in the city of ��

(Chuncheon).

Popular Dishes

Popular dishes in Korea among non-Koreans and Koreans can often be different, and one

example is �à0 (bulgogi), roasted beef with seasoning, and @X (kimchi). This is mostly

because some of the dishes popular among non-Koreans are often not really considered to be

independent dishes but rather just side dishes that Koreans have very often at home and in

restaurants. Regardless of which dishes are more popular among Koreans or non-Koreans,

however, just about anything you can get in a decent restaurant in Korea is very good and

moderate in price, so it's recommended to give as many dishes as possible a try.
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Seasonal Dishes

In the Korean age system, everybody gets one year older on New Year's each year, so on

New Year's, Korean people eat ¡m (tteokguk), rice-cake soup, to celebrate getting one

year older. A very popular dish in summer is Ét (naeng-myeong), which is cold noodles

served in iced broth with some meat and egg.

Table Etiquette

It is common sense to thank the person if someone made some food for you, but even when

eating at a restaurant, Korean people say the phrase � 9 µÈä. (jal meokgesseumnida),

which literally means "I'm going to eat (this food) well." to thank for the food. This phrase

is said before every meal, even when there is no need to, like when each person is buying

food for oneself so there's no person to show direct appreciation to. 

And another important thing to remember is that when Korean people eat with someone who

is older or higher in social status, they have to be polite to them, so they wait until the

other person starts eating. 

There are not many things that will be frowned upon during a meal in Korea, but one thing

that Korean people do not feel very comfortable about is blowing your nose during a meal.

While this is perfectly okay in many other cultures, it is considered to be very rude to blow

one's nose in front of other people, so if they absolutely have to, Korean people turn

around to blow their nose or just use the washroom.

The Top 5 Korean Dishes Presented by Tim

Number Five: @% (Gimbap)

It is a food made with steamed rice and various      other ingredients including meat, ham,

spinach, pickled radish, and egg,      rolled in @ (gim), which is dried seaweed. Gimbap is

very cheap but very      filling, so a lot of people like to have gimbap to replace a regular

meal.      Gimbap restaurants are one of the easiest kinds of restaurants to find on     

the street as well. 
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Number Four: @X�� (Gimchijjigae)

This is Kimchi stew. It is a soup made with kimchi and other ingredients like pork, tofu and

green onions. It is usually      served boiling hot in a pot, and it is one of the most

commonly eaten dishes      both at home and in restaurants. 

Number Three: �à0 (Bulgogi) 

This is a dish that usually consists of marinated      beef, and it is often pan-cooked

although the traditional way of cooking      is to grill it. 

Number Two: ¼¹´ (Samgyeopsal)

This is a dish that consists of thick, fatty      slices of pork belly meat. The meat is

cooked with no seasoning or      marinating and grilled at the table as you eat it. You eat

samgyeopsal      with a special dipping paste, which is made with chili paste and soybean  

paste. Some people like to eat it as is, but most people like to eat it by      wrapping it

with lettuce and adding a piece of grilled onion or garlic.      Samgyeopsal is not consumed

on a daily basis for regular meals, but it is      the most common choice for dinner when a

group of people get together for      some soju, which is Korean-style distilled liquor. 

Number One: DT% (Bibimbap)

Bibimbap literally means "mixed rice"      or "mixed meal" in Korean. It is usually served in

a big bowl of      warm rice topped with boiled and seasoned vegetables, and meat, and

you      add some pepper sauce and sesame oil before stirring it thoroughly to eat      it. 

Bibimbap is popular because it's tasty, but also because people can      make it very easily

out of what's in the refrigerator.
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The Focus of This Lesson is the Top Five Things You Need to Know About Korean

Society!

Society is a very broad topic, and can�t be summarized in a single lesson. That�s why

we�re narrowing it down to the top five most important aspects of Korean society!

1.  Major Cities and How they Work 

�¸(Seoul)

Seoul is the capital city of South Korea, with the largest population for a single city in

Korea, and it is located in the northwestern part of South Korea, about one hour away from

the east coast by car. About ten million people are living in Seoul, and there are many

satellite cities around Seoul, and a lot of people commute to Seoul from there because Seoul

is the center of commerce, business and entertainment. The bus and subway systems are very

well-developed, so it is very convenient to move around within Seoul using public

transportation. The living expenses in Seoul are a bit higher than in other cities, but a lot of

people choose to live in Seoul for these benefits. While in Seoul, you can visit Namsan

Tower, Insadong, Myeongdong, and many other interesting venues.

�°(Busan)

Busan is the second largest city in Korea with a population of about 4 million people, and it

is located in the far southern eastern part of South Korea. Busan is famous among even

Korean people for the strong dialect, which is often considered to be cute and interesting,

and also for its fresh seafood and beautiful beaches. Busan is about three hundred miles

away from Seoul, and it takes five hours by express bus or two-and-a-half hours by express

train to go from Seoul to Busan. The most popular travel destinations in Busan are the

Hae-undae Beach, the Jagalchi seafood market, and Yongdusan Park.

With that said, one thing you should know about Korean society is that Seoul is the center

of commerce in Korea, therefore you are likely to find Seoul the most convenient city of all

in Korea, but different cities also have different characteristics and uniqueness including

dialects, so it is recommended you go visit as many different cities as possible while you are

in Korea. And don't be surprised even if you don't understand much spoken Korean because

of the heavy dialect of the region when you're in cities other than Seoul. Don't panic and

keep speaking Korean. People will start talking back to you in more standard Korean soon.

2. Family Life

Families in Korea are both traditional and liberal. Korean society used to be much more
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traditional and conservative, but it has adopted many changes in the way of living and the

way of thinking. Some common things you may hear about Korean families are that the

parents are much more supportive of their children than in other countries. While in many

other countries children are expected to become financially and socially independent at a

fairly early age, in Korea, parents expect to support their children financially until they

finish university and get a job, and also when they get married. This trend can be explained

by looking at both the traditional aspects and also the fact that Korea has gone through a

period of rapid economic development. Everybody's hard work in the 1960s and 1970s

resulted in great economic leaps years later, but this also meant that the main aim of the

majority of people who were in their twenties and thirties back then was to escape poverty

and become financially more stable. Therefore it is natural that a lot of parents place a huge

importance on their children's education.

With that said, the number two thing you should know about Korean society is that even if

you see people in their late twenties or early thirties still living with their parents, this is not

because they are particularly dependent on their parents, but rather because it's naturally

expected from the cultural background.

Getting married at a not-too-old age used to be considered a must but nowadays, more and

more people choose to get married much later, so there are more people living with their

parents until much later, unless they get a job in a different city from the one their parents

are living in.

3. Work Culture and Economy

Korea�s economy is ranked thirteenth in the world and is strong in shipbuilding,

semiconductors and digital electronics. Some well known companies in Korea are Samsung,

LG, and Hyundai. In these major companies, there is a work culture. The general work

culture in Korea can be explained through two key words: family and life.

Family: In a lot of companies, employees treat each other like family members. A new

employee entering a company is usually followed by a big welcoming party, and the new

employee, being the youngest in most cases, is treated like the youngest member of the

family. Everybody knows with whom they should use polite language and with whom they

can use intimate language. Coworkers not only share the workplace, but a lot of things in

their lives as well. Because of this fact, it is not easy for a lot of Korean people to separate

work completely from personal life. 

Life: It was only very recently that people started thinking of a career as something that

they can change easily. The traditional notion of work used to be a lifetime job, and not

many people changed jobs many times. And this idea about work still remains to this day,

and naturally a lot of people think of work as the biggest part of their life. But more

recently, due to globalization, the ideas that people have about jobs have started to be more

varied.

 

In Korea, the average weekly working hours is 40 hours. Saturdays and Sundays are usually

off-duty days for most people, but depending on the job, there are still a lot of people that
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work six days a week. While bonuses and employee benefits are relatively good, extra hours

of work are not always strictly acknowledged, because there is this idea that employees are

'expected' to work hard, even by sacrificing their own free time. This is again linked to the

fact that a lot of people think of their job as the biggest part of their life, and take

working hard for granted.

On the one hand, this is beneficial for the company because this is not something that the

company can force out of people, and on the other hand, people might end up not having

enough time for their family. Once the workplace culture or atmosphere has been formed in

a way that this is also taken for granted, people find it hard to speak for their personal

interests.

4. Politics

Korea has a democratic capitalist system. The head of the country is President and people

have the right to vote for members of the Congress and the President too. The presidential

election is done by a direct vote by each individual citizen of the country, and the

presidential tenure is five years, whereas the tenure for congressmen is four years. Korea is

not famous for having a very high level of political culture, but things are gradually getting

better, since more and more younger and more open-minded people are running for the

congress. People are giving their honest opinions about politics more actively than before.

5.  Generational Trends

Generally, the older generation and the younger generation tend to do things differently. The

older generation tends to work with loyalty to their company, whereas the younger

generation tends to be more flexible with their jobs. Traditionally, the average number of

kids in a family used to be 3 to 7 or even 9, but nowadays the number of kids in each

family has dropped to 1 to 3. The norm used to be that everybody in the family got

together for breakfast in the morning, but more and more families don't all live together

anymore, and many people have adopted different lifestyles, so it's more difficult to find

family members doing a lot of things together.
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All About Korea #9 - Holidays 

Top 5 important dates during the calendar year 

  

We�ll go in reverse order& 

1. The 5th most important day in Korea is Parents' Day, which is on the  8th of May. The

month of May is called the month of family in Korea  because the 5th of May is

Children's Day, the 8th is Parents' Day and  the 15th of May is Teacher's Day. Out of

these three special days, only  Children's Day, the 5th of May, is a public holiday, but

Parents' Day is  usually considered to be more important because a lot of people take  this

day as an opportunity to think more deeply about their parents'  love and care.

Regardless of age, people try to show their love  and gratitude to their parents on this day,

either through visiting  them, buying them some presents or giving them carnation flowers.

While  children are always looked after by their parents, children don't  usually get to

openly thank their parents for everything, so schools  encourage children to write to their

parents on this day.

2.  The 4th most important day in Korea is Christmas Eve. The reason that  Christmas Eve

is more important than Christmas itself is because in  Korea, Christmas is not only a

religious day but also a festive holiday.  In Korea, non-Christian people also celebrate

Christmas as a holiday at  the end of the year, and most people hang out together on

Christmas Eve. Christmas presents are bought mostly before the 23rd,  but there's still a lot

of shopping done on the Eve and on Christmas  day. For most people in Korea, Christmas is

a day typically spent with  their friends or dates rather than with their family. Christian

people  still go to church on the 25th, and the 26th is usually not a public  holiday, so most

people hang out on the 24th, which makes the prices go  up high. Most restaurants tend not

to charge anything extra on Christmas  Eve, but hotels become at least twice as expensive as

usual.

3. The 3rd most important day in Korea is New Year's Day. This is the  day when people
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turn the page of the calendar to the new year, and get  one year older, according to the

Korean age system. People exchange new  year's greetings on this day, but since this is not

the traditional  lunar new year, people don't really feel the need to celebrate this day  with

their family. The new year's greeting exchanged on this day is Èt õ Ît �<8�

(saehae bok mani badeuseyo), and this literally means "Please receive a  lot of luck and

happiness of the new year." People exchange these  greetings from this day until the lunar

new year's day, which usually  comes around in one and a half months.

4. The 2nd most important day in Korea is Chuseok. �� (chuseok) is like Korean

Thanksgiving, and Chuseok is celebrated to  thank for the harvest of the year. Chuseok is

one of the two biggest  occasions on which a lot of Korean people go back to their

hometowns.  The day before and after Chuseok are also made to be public holidays, so 

that people can travel to other cities with ease, but since there are  so many people moving

within such a short period of time, there's always  heavy traffic on the highways. Some

companies give their employees a  couple of more days off so that they can enjoy the

holidays.

On  the morning of Chuseok, family members get together to carry out a  little ritual

through which everybody expresses gratitude for the fresh  new harvest of the year toward

their ancestors. On the morning of  Chuseok, a table full of fresh fruits and a bowl of

cooked rice made  with fresh rice harvested that year, along with a lot of  other traditional

dishes is prepared. Families perform a ceremony,  offering the food and performing a

bowing ritual to their ancestors.  This is a long standing cultural tradition of Korea which

came from  Korea's long standing Confucian tradition. It is not considered to be a religious

ceremony, but some of Korea's Christian population refuses to bow during the ritual because

they think it's against the rules in Christianity, while others still  do. 

5. The most important day in Korea is Lunar New Year's Day. This day is called $ 

(Seollal) in Korean. Korean people traditionally celebrated only the  lunar new year's day

for thousands of years, and the current solar new  year's day started being celebrated quite

recently, so a bigger  importance is placed on the lunar new year. The lunar new year's day

falls somewhere between the beginning of February and the end of  February, and like

Chuseok, people have at least three days off. During  this period, those who are living far

away from their family travel to  spend the holidays with them, and since the entire nation

is on the  move, this causes a nationwide traffic jam. This can be even more  serious than

the one around Chuseok, because even those who decide not  to go back to their hometowns

on Chuseok feel obliged to go on Seollal.

On Seollal, which is January 1st in the lunar calendar, everybody gets  up early in the

morning for a ritual, which is similar to the one that's  done on Chuseok, but this time, it's

not to give thanks for the harvest, but to wish for a happy year. After the ritual, children
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give a big bow  to their parents, grandparents and relatives, which is called 80 (sebae), 

and they receive some pocket money from them, which is called 8CÈ (sebaetdon) in

Korean.  

And on Seollal, Korean people eat ¡m (tteokguk),  or rice cake soup. Having a bowl of

rice cake soup signifies that one  gets a year older. Think of it as one big birthday party

for everyone.
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The Focus of This Lesson is Korean Pop Culture

As popular culture changes quickly and drastically, this lesson is focused on the most recent

pop culture. Please keep in mind that this lesson was written in late 2010.

 

Popular Music

The history of modern Korean popular music is very short, but Korea has developed its pop

music culture very quickly and has produced a lot of influential singers and groups. Here

are 5 music artists/groups that are currently very popular.

1. EE [bikbaeng] "Big Bang"

2. �|üÈ´ [su-peojunieo] "Super Junior"

3. ÐTx¤ [wondeogeolseu] "Wondergirls"

4. �@Ü� [sonyeosidae] "Girl's Generation"

5. D [bi] "Rain"

The Korean music scene can be compared to any other major scene with a mix of hip hop,

rock, ballad and bubblegum pop. A trend that has been popular in Korea for quite some

time is the concept of a group. Early forms of Korean boy and girl groups were relatively

small in number and in production value. However, in recent years, the amount of time

spent grooming and training young singers and dancers has increased. Many of the "finished

products" are quite remarkable. Korean music entertainment has branched out to create a

theme for each group. For example, the largest group has 13 members, each with their own

specialty.

 

Popular Movies

In 1999, a film called "Shiri" changed the Korean film industry. It proved that a domestic,
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high budget film could be not only internationally successful but also profitable. Up until

that point, most big budget movies were imports from Japan and America. However, this

film proved that a market existed for high quality Korean-made films. In an effort to

secure Korean domestic film presence, a screen quota was enacted. This government-led

program quota limits the amount of limits the amount of films imported into Korea so as to

secure interest in domestic movies. The idea is to promote Korean movies while also

exposing Korean audiences to international films. However, Korea also houses the PIFF

(Pusan International Film Festival), an annual independent film festival that gives young and

unknown filmmakers a showcase for their work. These films generally come from other

Asian countries as well as Korea. Many prominent works have debuted there.

Some popular recent movies include è�X 0	t[manbali gibongi], 4<[goemul],

Üù0[taegeuki], äøÄ[silmido], \l[chingu], ,Üôt[ol-deuboi], UX ¨�[wang-eu

namja], �ì��D¨¸[bom-yeoreul-gaeul-gyeoul], �@ � �\ � ø¬à tÁ\

�[joeun nom nabbeun nom i-sanghan nom]. Some famous and easily recognizable Korean

actors include ¡�8[Song Gangho], \üÝ[Choe Minsik], $½l[Seol Gyeonggu],

�Äð[Jeon Doyeon], ¥Ùt[Jang Dong-geon].

Popular Television

Korean television is fairly stylized but generally includes dramas, comedy and variety shows,

and reality shows. Some of these shows can trace their roots to Japan but of course they all

now have a uniquely Korean spin to them. By far, the most popular genre is the drama.

Korean dramas are big budget operations that are sometimes to exported to other countries.

It is understandable why many people's first exposure to Korea is through these dramas.

Dramafever provides legal, English subtitled, high-quality streams of Korean dramas to those

living in America.

Some popular Korean TV shows include:

4\Ä�[muhandojeon], Côä ¨�[ggot-boda namja], � X°¤[pul hauseu], 100�

 `[baekbun toron], ä<�°¤[keopipeurinseu],

 

Popular Foreigners

ø@äX �ä [Minyeodeuleu suda] is a talk show that features women from foreign

countries who speak Korean. It is fairly popular with both the young and older generation.

Famous Koreans
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Although Koreans are not regularly featured in international news, a few have crossed over

into international success. Daniel Henney is a half-Korean model-turned-actor who has gained

popularity recently, Andre Kim is a world-reknowned fashion designer, Rain is an

international model/dancer/singer, and Ban Ki-Moon is the current Secretary-General of the

United Nations.

When most people think of Korean international sports stars, they instantly think of �À1

(Park Jisung). The international soccer sensation currently plays for Manchester United and

is held in high regard in both Korea and England. His "predecessor", (�ü - (nicknamed

"Cha Boom") is a retired soccer player who played for Germany. However, currently @ðD

(Kim Yeona) has captivated Korean with her figure skating abilities. Her athletic career is

quite promising as she embodies the Korean spirit as well as represents national pride.
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All About #11 - Top 5 useful tools for learning Korean

Korean: Naver's English-Korean dictionary, Lang-8.com, hanlingo.com, cyworld.com,

youtube.com

1. English-Korean/Korean-English dictionary by Naver.com (http://endic.naver.com) - You

can type in any Korean or English word to see the equivalent word in the other

language, along with some sample sentences. If you sign up and make an ID, you can

store the words that you have looked up in your private word bank folder. 

2. Lang-8 (http://lang-8.com) - Lang-8.com is a social networking website based on mutual

writing correction. When you have written a passage or some sentences in Korean,

people can either randomly find your posts and offer to help you by correcting it, or

your registered friends can help you make your sentences more natural.

3. Hanlingo (http://hanlingo.com) - Hanlingo.com is a community/language exchange website

that is run by Korean people. It is similar to other language exchange websites, but

since it is based in Korea, you can make a lot more Korean friends than on other sites

and join a lot of events that take place in Korea through this site.

4. Korea.net (http://www.korea.net) - Korea.net is a site run by the Korean Culture and

Information Service (KOCIS). It features articles on culture, economics, art, life, and

much more! You'll find content not only in Korean (great for Korean reading

practice!), but also in English, Spanish, Arabic, Japanese, and Chinese as well.

5. Youtube (http://youtube.com) - With just a few search keywords, you can find a lot of

Korean TV shows, music videos, movie clips and etc. Watching these videos will really

help improve your understanding of spoken Korean. 
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All About #12 - Top 5 'Don'ts' when using Korean

Here are some things that you should be careful NOT to do when speaking Korean!

   1. Don't speak using the intimate politeness level without consent from the other person.

   2. Don't use the word, "Ya" to mean yes when speaking in Korean. It means "Hey, you!"

and is used in a very casual manner.

   3. Don't call people only by their first names unless you are close friends or

acquaintances. Be sure to add -ssi at the end of the person's name.

   4. Don't literally translate sentences into Korean. For example, "Juseyo." does NOT

always mean "Please." - It means "Please give me."

   5. Don't say "I" or "jeo-neun" all the time in Korean. While it is not entirely wrong to

use it, native Korean speakers often omit the subject when they speak.
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Grammar Points

THe Focus of This Lesson is the Top Five Phrases You Won't Learn in the Classroom 

The focus of this lesson is teaching you some very common Korean expressions you might

not learn from a Korean teacher.

1. "Jjang-i-ya" - It's the best!  It's so cool. It's awesome. 

2. "Jang-nan anida" - It's no joke. It's seriously bad. It's seriously awesome.

3. "Anseup-ida" - That's a shame. It brings tears to my eyes.

4. "Gang-chu" - It's highly recommendable.  or "Gan-chu-ya!" - I highly recommend it.

5. "Bbeong-i-ya" - "It's a joke", "I am kidding".
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All About #14 - Top 5 Phrases you will hear in a classroom

In this lesson, we'll teach you the top five useful classroom phrases in Korean!

1.    "Please listen and repeat." - ãà 0|t ô8� (Deutgo ttarahae boseyo)

2.    "Please answer me." - �õt ô8� (Daedaphae boseyo)

3.    "Do you have a question?" - È8 �´�? (Jilmun itseoyo)

4.    "Please say it." - Ðt ô8� (Malhae boseyo)

5.    "Please read it." - }´ ô8� (Ilgeo boseyo)
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$ ¥ ne jang four tickets

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

´� \l� $ ¥X X�¸ ð�D À´�. My friend bought four concert tickets

yesterday.

Grammar Points

All About #15 - Top 5 Favorite Phrases from each host

From Tim

1. ùðXÀ (Dang-yeon-haji) - "Of course"

2. �ÌÐ� (Cheon-man-e-yo) - "You're (very) welcome."

3. � 9 µÈä (Jal meok-get-seumnida) - "Thanks for ths meal."

4. )� )� (Bang-ga bang-ga) - "Hello Hello"

5. Tt� (Hwaiting) - "Good luck. Keep it up. Keep up the good work." 

From Debbie

1. ÞD� (Majayo) - "That's right." 

2. q�È8� (Geok-jeong-maseyo) - "Don't worry."

3. � ÀÈ´? (Jal ji-naet-seo?) - "How have you been?"

4. �D �D (Jo-a jo-a) - "It's good.", "I like it!"

5. àÙµÈä (Gamsahamnida) - "Thank you."  "I appreciate it."
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Vocabulary
Hangul Romanization English

� na I, me

´| naeil tomorrow

�� nuna older sister (for a male)

�t nai age

�l nugu who

Ì dol stone

X dul two (Pure-Korean)

äÜ dasi again, once again

�YP daehakgyo university, college

ÄÜ dosi city

Ü� taeyang sun

 À toji land

$À ota typing error, typo

x, oetu coat, overcoat

Àä tada to ride, to take (transportation)

|�$ ladio radio

ø� mirae future

°¬ uri we, us, our

\| kolra cola, coke

�� parang blue

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

� x$. "I'm sleepy."

´| Ü� �´�? "Do you have some time tomorrow?"

°¬ ��� äL ìÐ °<t. "My older sister is getting married next

month."

�t| Ît 9È´. "I've grown old."

�)t Ì�ü 4pÌ�! "Your bag is as heavy as a stone!"

�l X ´�� Ì¬´? "Where did you two meet?"

��Ð äÜ ,��. "I'll come back later."

�� �YP H ä@�. "I don't go to the university."

�� Üèôä ÄÜ� �D�. I like cities better than the countryside.

Ü�t �4 ��T�! "The sun is too bright."

ø ¬�@ ����.  À| Ît �à

�´�.

He's rich. He's got a lot of land.
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I'm sorry. It was a typo.

t x,� �4 4pÌ�. This coat is too heavy.

¹i(tÈL 8�LÀ È � �´�. "Since it's a van, up to eight people can ride

it."

|�$Ð� ä@ LEtÐ�. It's some music I heard on the radio.

ø�� D4Ä L � Æ´�. Nobody can know the future.

°¬ ÑÐ �à �µÈä. "We are going home."

�0�! \| X� ü8�! "Excuse me! Give me a cola please!"

�� h�ôä ��t �D�. I like blue better than red.

Grammar Points

There are many important factors in learning a foreign language, but correct and natural

pronunciation makes it easier for you to communicate more effectively with other speakers

of the language. Even if you know a lot of expressions, if your pronunciation isn't exactly

what a native or a fluent speaker of the language is expecting to hear, it not only makes it

harder for you to be understood, but it also makes it more difficult for you to understand

what the others are saying. This is the reason that romanization can't express the sounds of

\�[hangeul] very accurately.

** Since this lesson focuses on pronunciation, it's advised to listen to the audio track of this

lesson while/after reading this Lesson Notes.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

Sounds that seem similar but are actually different in Korean and English.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

It's convenient to compare one sound in Korean to another in English when first starting to

learn Korean, but not all the sounds can be matched identically between the two languages.

The following list has some sounds that seem similar but are actually different in Korean

and English. The reason they are different is because the sounds are made at different

locations in the mouth, although they sound similar.

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

Pronunciation Focus #1 - "4" and "N" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

¶ Words containing "4"
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1. � (I - intimate)

2. ´| (tomorrow)

3. �� (older sister for a male)

4. �t (age)

5. �l (who)

When "N" is pronounced, the tongue touches the ridge immediately behind the upper teeth,

called the alveolar ridge. But when "4" is pronounced, the tongue goes between the upper

and lower teeth (like when 'th' is pronounced in English). This difference makes the

Korean "4" sometimes sound like "7" when it comes at the beginning of a word. (Ex:

�l · Pl)

¶ Comparing "4" and "N"

Pronouncing the romanized version of the five Korean words above will help compare the

sounds and show the subtle differences between them. Please listen to the audio track of

this lesson to hear the differences in these sounds.

1. � - [na]

2. ´| - [nae-il]

3. �� - [nu-na]

4. �t - [na-i]

5. �l - [nu-gu]

¶ An example sentence containing multiple sounds of "4" 

- �� ´| ��Xà � p|. [Na-neun nae-il nu-na-ha-go nol goe-ya]

(= I'm going to hang out with my older sister tomorrow.)

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

Pronunciation Focus #2 - "7" and "D" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

¶ Words containing "7"

1. Ì (stone)

2. X (two - native Korean number)

3. äÜ (again)

4. �YP (university)

5. ÄÜ (city)

When "D" is pronounced, the tongue touches the ridge immediately behind the upper teeth,

called the alveolar ridge. But when "7" is pronounced, the tongue goes between the upper

and lower teeth (like when 'th' is pronounced in English). This difference is one of the

reasons that even a very fluent speaker of Korean can sound very obviously like a

foreigner.

¶ Comparing "7" and "D"

Pronouncing the romanized version of the five Korean words above will help compare the
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sounds and show the subtle differences between them. Please listen to the audio track of

this lesson to hear the differences in these sounds.

1. Ì - [dol]

2. X - [dul]

3. äÜ - [da-si]

4. �YP - [dae-hak-gyo]

5. ÄÜ - [do-si]

¶ An example sentence containing multiple sounds of "7" 

- t ÄÜÐ� �YP� P � �´�. [I do-si-e-neun dae-hak-gyo-ga du-gae it-seo-yo.]

(= There are two univerisities in this city.)

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

Pronunciation Focus #3 - "L" and "T" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

¶ Words containing "L"

1. Ü� (sun)

2.  À (land)

3. $À (typing error)

4. x, (coat)

5. Àä (to ride)

The same difference as the one between "7" and "D" can be found between "L" and "T".

When "T" is pronounced, the tongue touches the ridge immediately behind the upper teeth,

called the alveolar ridge. But when "L" is pronounced, the tongue goes between the upper

and lower teeth (like when 'th' is pronounced in English).

¶ Comparing "L" and "T"

Pronouncing the romanized version of the five Korean words above will help compare the

sounds and show the subtle differences between them. Please listen to the audio track of

this lesson to hear the differences in these sounds.

1. Ü� - [tae-yang]

2.  À - [to-ji]

3. $À - [o-ta]

4. x, - [oe-tu]

5. Àä - [ta-da]

¶ An example sentence containing multiple sounds of "L" 

- Ü�t� x,| �à $ �t| Àà �´�. [Tae-yang-i-ga oe-tu-reul ip-go

o-to-ba-i-reul ta-go it-seo-yo.]

(= Taeyang is wearing a coat and is riding a motorcycle.)

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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--------------

Pronunciation Focus #4 - "9" and "R" and "L" 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

In Korean, the sounds [r] and [l] are considered to come from the same underlying sound,

which is represented by the Hangeul letter 9. The sound [r] mainly appears if 9 between

any two vowels, while [l] appears in the beginning of the word, preceding a consonant, and

at the end of the word. Also, when we pronounce [l] at the end of words in English, there

is some tension in the back of the mouth, making the [l] "dark". However, in Korean, the

[l] should not be pronounced with any of this tension in the back of the mouth - this

makes the [l] "light".

¶ Words containing "9"

1. |�$ (radio)

2. ø� (future)

3. °¬ (we, our, us)

4. \| (cola)

5. �� (blue)

¶ Comparing "9" and "R/L"

Pronouncing the romanized version of the five Korean words above will help compare the

sounds and show the subtle differences between them. Please listen to the audio track of

this lesson to hear the differences in these sounds.

1. |�$ - [la-di-o]

2. ø� - [mi-rae]

3. °¬ - [u-ri]

4. \| - [kol-ra]

5. �� - [pa-rang]

¶ An example sentence containing multiple sounds of "9" 

- °¬� |�$| ä<t� \|| ÈT�. [U-ri-neun la-di-o-reul deul-eu-myeon-seo

kol-ra-reul ma-syeo-yo.]

(= We are drinking cola while listening to the radio.)
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Vocabulary
Hangul Romanization English

t gul oyster

t gul cave

À kkul honey

0 gi spirit, energy

¤ ki height (person)

| kki talent

õ gong ball

i kong bean

ì dal month, the Moon

È tal mask

8 ttal daughter

Ä do too, also

� tto again

� dae counter for cars

L ttae time, moment

� ja ruler

( cha car

� jong bell

� chong gun

�� gaja Let's go. (intimate)

�Ü gajja fake, not real

� bal foot

� pal arm

0 bae stomach, belly

D� apa It hurts. I'm sick. (intimate)

D` appa dad, daddy

¬ä sada to buy, to purchase

øä ssada to be cheap, to be inexpensive

Ü si hour

( ssi seed

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

t 9´ $´�? Have you eaten oyster before?

t HÐ�� xÜðt H ü�. In the cave, the cellphone doesn't work.

$Õ �à ÀD #´� Dø�. It's expensive because it has honey in it
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instead of sugar.

0| ¨<8�. Gather up your energy.

¤� �D�. I'm short. (My height is small.)

ø� �Ð |� ÎD�. He's really got many talents.

õD t½<\ X8 ü8�. Please throw the ball over here.

i<\ Ìà LÌ���. It's a beverage made from beans.

eü ìD ô� �@ Á�\´ |tä. Looking at the full moon is an auspicious

event.

äL ìÐ t� ���. "I'll go visit you next month."

ø� ¬�X ÈD ðà �´�. He is wearing a lion mask.

� 8@ t�Ð �YP ä´��. "My daughter is entering university this year."

�ì°t �Ä ôì� | t. "If you're jealous, you need to work hard,

too."

àÙµÈä. � ,��. "Thank you. I will come again."

�Ù(� 8 � �´�. "I have three cars."

àñYP L, �´| 0È´�. I learned French when I was in a high school.

�| �à �D ø´|. Draw a line with a rule.

(Ð tÁt �´�. "There's something wrong with my car."

�t ¸¬à �´�. The bell is ringing.

�t �4 4pÌ�. The gun is too heavy.

ÑÐ ��. Let's go home.

t 8à �Ü��. This tattoo is fake.

�4 Ît x´� �t D��. "I've walked too much, so my feet hurt."

Pµ ¬à\ �D ää´�. "I injured my arm in a car accident."

0� D��. "My stomach hurts."

0 D�. "I have a stomachache."

D`� |XÜ�| �Ð�. "My dad is busy working."

�DÀ| À´�. I bought a puppy.

åüôä �ü� ø�. "Soju is cheaper than beer."

1ÜÐ $8�. "Please come at one o'clock."

�� �� (| �|´Èä. I removed the seeds from a watermelon.

Grammar Points

Lesson #1 of this Pronunciation Series introduced some sounds that seem similar but are

actually pronounced differently. And this lesson will cover the sounds that a lot of

non-Korean people find hard to distinguish one from another. Being able to distinguish and

correctly pronounce these sounds is a very important part in speaking and understanding

natural Korean.
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**Since this lesson focuses on pronunciation, it's advised to listen to the audio track of this

lesson while/after reading this Lesson Notes.

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

Sounds that non-Korean people find hard to distinguish. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

The following is groups of words/letters that sound very similar to each other to many

non-native speakers of Korean in the early stages of learning, but sound very different from

each other to most Korean people.

As you may already know, Korean has three different types of stop consonants:

"unaspirated" stops, aspirated stops, and tense stops (which are symbolized by the "ssang" or

"doubled consonants". The sound [s] comes in two types as well: plain [s] and tense [s].

1. 1[g] / K[k] / 2[kk] 

2. 7[d] / L[t]  / 8[tt] 

3. H[j]  / J[ch] / I[jj] 

4. B[b] / M[p] / C[pp] 

5. E[s] / F[ss]

When you pronounce the "ssang" or "doubled" consonants, you should notice some tension in

your throat, right around where your vocal cords are. Also, you should not notice any

aspiration coming from these consonants. In contrast, many foreign speakers have a difficult

time distinguishing between the unaspirated and aspirated stops when they occur in the

beginnings of words, since they both may sound aspirated. One good tip is to listen to the

vowel that comes after the stops. You should notice that vowels that follow aspirated stops

appear to have higher pitch than the same vowels that occur after unaspirated stops.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

· Pronunciation Focus #1 - 1, K, 2 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

1. t[gul] - è[kul] - À[kkul]

2. 0[gi] - ¤[ki] - |[kki]

3. õ[gong] - i[kong] - A[kkong]

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

· Pronunciation Focus #2 - 7 L 8 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

1. ì[dal] - È[tal] - 8[ttal]

2. Ä[do] -  [to] - �[tto]
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3. �[dae] - Ü[tae] - L[ttae]

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

· Pronunciation Focus #3 - H J I 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

1. �[ja] - ([cha] - Ü[jja]

2. �[jong] - �[chong] - Ñ[jjong]

3. ��[ga-ja] - �Ü[ga-jja] - �([ga-cha]

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

· Pronunciation Focus #4 - B M C 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

1. �[bal] - �[pal] - h[ppal]

2. 0[bae] - ([pae] - |[ppae]

3. D�[a-ba] - D�[a-pa] - D`[a-ppa]

[For E vs. F, the former is pronounced with a little bit of aspiration before the following

vowel. The double consonant has no such aspiration, and should be pronounced with some

tension in the area where the vocal cords are.]

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

· Pronunciation Focus #5 - E F 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

1. ¬ä[sa-da] - øä[ssa-da]

2. ´[sal] - �[ssal]

3. Ü[si] - ([ssi]

Cultural Insight

´[sal] : flesh / �[ssal] : rice

Most ½ÁÄ (Gyeongsang Province) people are known to be poor at distinguishing the

sounds E and F, therefore sometimes it's difficult for them to pronounce ´(flesh) and

�(rice) differently. However, it is not so much of an insult to talk about it with people

from the Gyeongsang Province because it's very commonly talked about in a humorous

manner when Korean people talk about dialects.
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Vocabulary
Hangul Romanization English

Ä¬ Jilri truth

|  kal-lal the blade of a knife

�¬ cheolri a long distance

�|Ä Jeol-lado Jeolla province

ì�| dal-la-la the lunar world

à| sil-la the Silla Dynasty

ð} yeollak contact

è} dal-lak paragraph

�¬ nalli disturbance, confusion, chaos

�¬ gwal-li administration

à8 simmun newspaper

HÈ amma massage

Ì � Mam-myeong ten thousand people

�ä jota to like, to be good

ø�� geureoke like that, so

)Xä chakada to be nice, to be gentle

Ý�Xä saeng-gakada to think

�\ bukhan North Korea

	Xä geupada to be urgent, to be hasty

D·Xä biseutada to be similar, to be alike

0;\ ttatteutan warm, hot

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

Ä¬| >� �@ ´5ä. It is difficult to seek the truth.

| t 4�ä. The blade of a knife is blunt.

�¬ 8Ä \xL�0.  A journey of a thousand miles begins with

one step.

ø� �|ÄÐ� Ü´¬ä. He was born in the Jeolla province.

 |� ì�|Ð °ä� è8� �ä. There is a rumor that a rabbit lives on the

lunar world.

à| Ü�Ð �m¬� À´Lä. During the Silla dynasty, Bulguksa was built.

0�¬Ð� ð}t Æ´�. "There is no contact from the agency."

�� t è}t tt� H ü�. I don't understand this paragraph.

�¬ XÀ È8�. Please don't make such a fuss.

�� �ä �¬ ��Ð� |Xä �ä. I used to work in the Sales Administration
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department.

�´ à8 ü8�. Please give me an English newspaper.

ñ HÈt �. "Give me a massage on the back."

�´Ä Ì �@ �0Ð �� � �´! It seems that at least ten thousand people are

over there.

� �Dt? Do you like me?

ø�À. ø�� t| t. �Right, that's the way you should do it.�

Dtät 8 )t�. "The kids are really nice."

��, � T Ý�t ü�. "I'm not sure. Let me think a little more."

�\<\ �Üä. "Let's go to North Korea."

Ä\ 	XÀ JD�. "I'm not particularly in a hurry."

ÉTt D·t�. "The colors are similar."

�´  Ð� 0;\ LÝD 9à ö´�. "I want to eat hot food on cold days."

Grammar Points

Lesson #1 of this Pronunciation Series introduced some similar sounds that are actually

different between English and Korean, and Lesson #2 introduced some sounds that are hard

to distinguish for non-native Korean speakers. And in the remaining lessons of this series,

we will have a look at sounds that are pronounced differently than they look.

In this lesson, we will look at some sounds that combine together to make different sounds.

Since this lesson focuses on pronunciation, it's advised to listen to the audio track of this

lesson while/after reading this Lesson Notes.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

· Combination #1 - 4 + 9 / 9 + 4 ¶ 9 +9 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

When the two consonants "4" and "9" are next to each other, regardless of which one

come before the other, they become two "9" sounds. This is for the ease of pronunciation,

because the sounds 4 and 9 in Korean are made at different positions from each other,

(4 between the upper/lower teeth and 9 behind the upper teeth) therefore it's difficult to

pronounce them together smoothly.

¶ Examples

1. Ä¬(truth) : À/4 + 9/c ·· À/9 + 9/c ·· È¬[jil-li]
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2. | (knife blade : t/9 + 4/O9 ·· t/9 + 9/O9 ·· |�[kal-lal]

¶ More Examples

- �¬ (400km)  ··  ¬[cheol-li]

- �|Ä (a province name) ··  �|Ä[jeol-la-do]

- ì�| (moon world) ·· ì||[dal-la-la]

- à| (a dynasty in Korean history) ·· ä|[sil-la]

- ð} (contact) ·· ô}[yeol-lak]

- è} (paragraph) ·· ì}[dal-lak]

- �¬ (chaos) ··  ¬[nal-li]

- �¬ (management) ·· �¬[gwal-li]

- ÀÈ (denture) ·· À¬[teul-li]

- ¸¬ (convenience) ·· ¼¬[pyeol-li]

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

· Combination #2 - 4 + A / B + A ¶ A +A 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

When the consonant "4[n]" is followed by "A[m]" the sounds becomes two "A" sounds.

This is for the ease of pronunciation, because the sound "4" is weakened by the following

"A" sound since the mouth is closing and the upper/lower lips are being put together. So

naturally the two sounds become one and 4 is almost not pronounced and instead the sound

A is strengthened. But in the opposite case, when "A" is followed by "4", they are

pronounced respectively. The rule is applied to B + A when B is followed directly by A.

¶ Examples

1. à8 (newspaper) : Ü/4 + A/\4  ·· ì8[sim-mun]

2. íÌ (100,000) : Ü/B + A/O4  ·· ìÌ[sim-man]

¶ More Examples

- tÝ� (forgetfulness) : p/4 + A/OG�  ·· �Ý�[geom-mang-jeung]

- HÈ (massage) : D/4 + A/O  ·· TÈ[am-ma]

- �ø (brown rice) : �/4 + A/Q  ·· �ø[hyeom-mi]

- Ì� (10,000 people) : È/4 + A/UG  ··  Ø�[mam-myeong]

- H4 (choreography) : D/4 + A/\  ·· T4[am-mu]

- õ8(reply message) : ä/B + A/\4 ·· ô8[dam-mun]

- �8(introduction to the study) : t/B + A/8 ·· �8[im-mun]

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------
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· Combination #3 - Unaspirated Consonants + N  ¶ Aspirated Consonants 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

A lot of words in Korean have the consonant N[h] in them. N (Glottal Fricative) usually

sounds the same as the English consonant 'H' but it can combine with unaspirated stops to

make them aspirated. This is regardess of whether N comes before or after the other

consonant. The consonants that are affected by this are 1, 7, B, H, and they become K,

L, M, J respectively.

Words that have a final E are interesting cases, especially when it comes to this spreading

aspiration process. As you may recall, any E that occurs at the end of the word becomes

an unreleased [7]. When a word final E precedes a syllable that begins with N, the

resulting consonant becomes [L].

There aren't too many words in Korean that have 'N' as the last consonant of a syllable,

but since the verb Xä (to do) starts with a 'N' sound and the 'causative' is made

sometimes by adding '�', this forced aspiration occurs very often in Korean.

¶ Examples

1. �À�. (It sure is good.) : p/N + H/c� ·· pX�[jo-chi-yo]

2. ø�� (like that, in such a way) : øì/N + 1/T ·· øì�[geu-reo-ke]

¶ More Examples with '1'

- )Xä (to be nice(personality)) : (/1 + N/Oä  ·· (tä[cha-ka-da]

- Ý�Xä (to think) : Ý�/1 + N/Oä   ·· Ý�tä[saeng-ga-ka-da]

- �\ (North Korea) : �/1 + N/O4 ·· �x[bu-kan]

- �� (nicely) : p/N + 1/T  ·· p�[jo-ke]

¶ More Examples with '7'

- �ä (to be good) : p/N + 7/O ·· pÀ[jo-da]

- �ä (to pile up) : ø/N + 7/O ·· øÀ[ssa-ta]

- Jä (negative verb ending) : H/N + 7/O ·· HÀ[an-ta]

** When 7 is used as the last consonant (�h) of a syllable, it works like 'H' so when

it's followed by N (��ä - to be confined), it becomes 'J' (see below).

-��ä(to be confined) : �/7 + N/c + ä ·· �Xä[ga-chi-da]

¶ More Examples with 'B'

- 	Xä (to be urgent) : ø/B + N/Oä ··ø�ä[geu-pa-da]

- ��ä* (to make narrow) : p/B + N/cä ··p<ä[jo-pi-da](*causative form of

the verb �ä)
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- �Y (study of law) : �/B + N/O1 ··�[beo-pak]

¶ More Examples with 'H'

- ø�ÀÌ (but) : øì/N + H/c+ Ì ·· øìXÌ[geu-reo-chi-man]

- �À JD�. (It's not good.) : p/N + H/c+ JD� ··pX D��[jo-chi a-na-yo]

- �À È8�. (Don't put it down.) : x/N + H/c + È8� ··xX È8�[no-chi

ma-se-yo]

¶ More examples with 'E'

- D·Xä (to be similar): D¤/E + N/O+ ä ··D¤Àä[bi-seu-ta-da]

- » Xä (not be able): ¨/E + N/O+ ä ··¨ Àä[mo ta-da]

- 0;\ (warm): 0(/E + N/H ·· 0(Ä[tta-tteu-tan]

- hW\ (clean): hD/E + N/H ·· hDÄ[kkae-kkeu-tan]
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Vocabulary
Hangul Romanization English

ÄÈ eomma mom

´� eodi where

� jeo I (humble)

ì0 yeo-gi here, this place

�Xä yeppeuda to be pretty

� nun snow

X� haneul sky

lä keuda to be big

�tXä gareuchida to teach

% bap meal, rice

9ä meokta to eat

4¨ museun what, which, what kind of

; tteut meaning

X¬ uisa doctor

Xø uimi meaning

4¬ munui pattern

pÉ huinsaek white

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

ÄÈ! � 0à�! "Mom, I'm hungry!"

À� ´� �8�? "Where are you going now?"

�� @½ø�Èä. "I am Kyoungmi Kim."

� ì0 �´. I'm over here.

lP� �Ð �Ð�. "Your shoes are very pretty."

�t , � �D�. "It seems like it's going to snow."

X�t 8 ��$�. The sky is so blue.

% ø�t Dü pp�? I think your rice bowl is very big.

ì�� DtäD �tXà �µÈä. The woman is teaching the children.

% 9È´�? "Did you eat?"

�t % 9<ì ��. Let's go eat together.

4¨ Ü|È �? "What kind of drama are you watching?"

4¨ ;tÐ�? "What does that mean?"

� ¨¸@ X¬��. "My husband is a doctor."

t E@ �\L ¹Ä\ Xø� �´�. "This book has a special meaning to me."

t �)@ ¼éÐ 4¬��. This bag is zebra-patterned.
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I need white paint.

Grammar Points

The first three lessons of this Pronunciation Series introduced some pronunciation rules &

exceptions for consonants. In this lesson, we will have a look at some vowels that are not

found in English.

Since this lesson focuses on pronunciation, it's advised to listen to the audio track of this

lesson while/after reading this Lesson Notes.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

Vowels that are not found in English. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

Basic vowels are pronounced almost in the same way in many languages, but every language

has a few vowels that are not usually found or used in other languages. Comparing the

Korean vowels with the English ones, the three vowels "´", "<", and "X" do not have

equivalents in English, therefore they can be difficult to distinguish. Please listen carefully to

the pronunciations of the native speakers in the audio lesson to completely understand how

the vowels are pronounced.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

· Vowel Focus #1 - ´ 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

The sound of the vowel "´" is similar to [u] in the English word 'BUT', [ea] in 'EARTH',

or [i] in 'SIR'. The vowel "´" is pronounced between "$" and "D" so if you say "o" and

gradually open your mouth more widely and go to "a", the middle sound is "´". And the

same thing is applied to the sound "ì", which is a combination of "t" and "´".

$ ¶ [´] ¶ D

c Words Containing "´" c

1. ÄÈ[eom-ma] - mother, mom

· Common Mistake: 4È[om-ma] (x), TÈ[am-ma] (x)

2. ´�[eo-di] - where

· Common Mistake : $�[o-di] (x), D�[a-di] (x)

3. �[jeo] - I, me (polite)

· Common Mistake : p[jo] (x)

4. ì0[yeo-gi] - here
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· Common Mistake : �0[yogi] (x)

¶ Bad Example (Please listen to the audio file)

- �0� $���?[Yo-gi-neun o-di-ye-do?] (x)

¶ Correct Pronunciation

- ì0� ´���?[Yeo-gi-neun eo-di-ye-yo?] (o)

= Where is this place?

¶ Bad Example (Please listen to the audio file)

- p� �@�.[Jo-neun ye-ppo-yo.] (x)

¶ Correct Pronunciation

- �� �Ð�.[Jeo-neun ye-ppeo-yo.] (o)

= I am pretty.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

· Vowel Focus #2 - < 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

The sound that is the closest to '<' in English can be found in the 2nd [e] in "EATEN",

[e] in "BROKEN", or [o] in "BUTTON". Another thing you can think of is the "Californian

surfer" pronunciation of expressing disgust or disdain: "eughhhh". This sound is made with

the side edges of your lips pulled wide to the sides. It's even better if you can expose your

lower teeth - it may sound a bit silly at first, but this actually works. 

c Words Containing "<" c

1. �[neun] - subject marking particle

· Common Mistake: �[nun] (x)

2. X�[ha-neul] - sky

· Common Mistake: X�[hanul] (x)

3. lä[keu-da] - to be big

· Common Mistake: àä[kuda] (x)

4. �tXä[ga-reu-chi-da] - to teach

· Common Mistake: �èXä[ga-ru-chi-da] (x)

¶ Bad Example (Please listen to the audio file)

- p� %¸ ©$�.[Jo-neun ba-ul mok-o-yo.] (x)

¶ Correct Pronunciation

- �� %D 9´�.[Jeo-neun ba-beul meo-geo-yo] (o)

= I am eating.

¶ Bad Example (Please listen to the audio file)

- 4� ¯tÐ�.[mu-sun tteu-si-e-yo?] (x)

¶ Correct Pronunciation

- 4¨ ;tÐ�.[mu-seun tteu-si-e-yo?] (o)

= What does it mean?

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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--------------

· Vowel Focus #3 - X 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

The sound "X" is not found in any English word. It is similar to "�" which sounds the

same as the English word "we", but it has a different starting point when it's pronounced.

Whereas "�" is pronounced by making the sound of ° and going to t (°·t = �),

the sound "X" is pronounced by going from < (see above) to t, and X is the middle

sound. It is not natural, however, to pronounce the two parts separately and say '<t'. This

sound is sometimes difficult to pronounce clearly even for native Korean people, so it is

often pronounced as 't' or '<', and when 'X' is used as a possession marking particle, it

tends to be pronounced as 'Ð' sometimes.

< ¶ [X] ¶ t

c Words Containing "X" c

1. X¬[ui-sa] - doctor

· Common Mistake: <t¬[eu-i-sa](x) / <¬[eu-sa] (x) / t¬[i-sa] (x)

2. Xø[ui-mi] - meaning

· Common Mistake: tø[i-mi] (x) / <ø[eu-mi] (x)

3. 4¬[mu-nui] - pattern

· Common Mistake: 4�t[mu-neu-i] (x)

¶ Bad Example (Please listen to the audio file)

- t�Ð I<8�.[I-ja-e an-jeu-se-yo]

¶ Correct Pronunciation

- X�Ð I<8�.[Ui-ja-e an-jeu-se-yo]

= Please sit on the chair.

� Exception: pÉ (white color) is always pronounced as �É[hin-saek]
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Vocabulary
Hangul Romanization English

9ä meokta to eat

}ä iktta to read

x07 inteonet Internet

ø� geugeot that [proper, written form

(close to the listener)]

îä damtta to resemble, to look like

� gap price

Xä hada to do

tä ida to be

�ä hatda did

�¬iÈä. gamsahamnida Thank you. (the most formal)

àÙµÈä. gomapseumnida Thank you.

DÈä anida to not be

�D jagnyeon last year

m< gungmul soup, broth, sauce, juice

Y8 hang-mun studies

á< gong-mul grain, cereal

ä jupda to pick up

ÉÜ saekssi bride

®  natjam nap

�ä neolda to be wide, to be spacious

�ä jopda to be narrow, to be small

Vocabulary Sample Sentences

�t % 9<ì ��. Let's go eat together.

�� ä<| ÈÜt� E }� �D

�Dt�.

"I like to read while drinking coffee."

x07 ø � �´�? "Can I use the Internet here?"

ø�@ 4Ç�ÈL? "What is that?"

�� D`� îX´�. "I look like my father."

\ ìÐ % �<\ ¼È �Ä ð8�? About how much do you spend on meals?

t�Ð� ��\ `��. "I'll do it right this time."

°@! \mtä! Wow! It's Korea!

¸D �0 �t� ´p| �´�. I did some exercise to warm up.

L$ üT� �¬iÈä. "Thank you for letting me know."
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"Thank you. I will come again."

�� 0°� DÙÈä. "I'm not an actor."

t |@ �DÐ Ü��´�. "I started this job last year."

xX| #<t m<t Û�´�. "If you put in some anchovies, the soup is

delicious."

ø@� Y8D æà �ä. She is putting her efforts into a field of

study.

��� á<D =àÐ �¥X�ä. A farmer stored grain in a barn.

8Ð� ÈD üà´�. I picked up some money in the street.

ø@� 8\ ÉÜtä. She is a nice bride.

®  � Ü�tÐ�. "It's time for a nap."

Ý�ôä �´�. "It's more spacious than I thought."

8Á 8 �l�! It's a small world!

h�@ ½ ¬t� �D�. A gap between the bed and the wall is

narrow.

Grammar Points

This is the last part in this Pronunciation Series. In the previous lessons, we have looked at

the characteristics of some unique sounds in Korean, compared them with similar sounds in

English, and also looked at some combinations of different sounds. In this 5th lesson of the

Pronunciation Series, we will look at some liaisons and tensing rules that can make your

pronunciation sound much more natural.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

Pronunciation Focus #1 - �h (the last consonant in a syllable) + G

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

The last consonant in a syllable is called �h, and when the �h is followed directly by

G in the next syllable, G has no sound value so the �h is pronounced with the vowel

after G.

(1) 9´� (I eat)

¶ Correct Pronunciation: 8p�[meo-geo-yo]

¶ Unnatural Pronunciation: 9 / ´ / �[meok/eo/yo]

** Note that most of these pronunciation rules really exist for the ease of pronunciation, so
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trying to understand why these changes have to happen helps a lot in improving your

pronunciation.

(2) }´� (I read)

¶ Correct Pronunciation: |p�[il-geo-yo]

¶ Unnatural Pronunciation: | / ´ / �[il-eo-yo]

(3) x07Ð� (on the Internet)

¶ Correct Pronunciation: x0$8�[in-teo-ne-se-seo]

¶ Unnatural Pronunciation: x07 + Ð�[in-teo-net-e-seo]

------------------------------

c More Examples c

------------------------------

- ø�@ (that is) : ø� / @[geu-geot / eun] (x) - øp¨[geu-geo-seun] (o)

- î@ (resembling) : ì / @[dalm / eun] (x) - ìÄ[dal-meun] (o)

- �t (the price is) : � / t[gap / i] (x) - �Ü[gap-si] (o)

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

Pronunciation Focus #2 - B + 4 ¶ A + 4

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

When B is followed directly by 4, it is pronounced as A because the lips are put together

when pronouncing B and when you say 4 as you're opening your mouth again, there isn't

time to let out the B sound. (Or if you try to sound 'B' too hard, it will become � + 4

rather than just B + 4.)

This change is also found in the three most common verb endings in the Formal Politeness

Level.

- Xä (to do ) ¶ iÈä ¶ hÈä[ham-ni-da]

- tä (to be) ¶ �Èä ¶�Èä[im-ni-da]

- �ä (did) ¶ �µÈä ¶ ´Èä[suem-ni-da]

------------------------------

c More Examples c

------------------------------

- �¬iÈä (Thank you) : [�¬i / Èä] (x) - �¬hÈä[gam-sa-ham-ni-da] (o)

- àÙµÈä (Thank you) : [àÙµ / Èä] (x) - àÙ´Èä[go-map-seum-ni-da] (o)

- DÙÈä (No, that's not ture) : [DÙ / Èä] (x) - DØÈä[a-nim-ni-da] (o)
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-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

Pronunciation Focus #3 - 1 + 4/A ¶ G + 4/A

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

When followed directly by 4 or A, the consonant 1 is pronounced as "G". It is hard and

tiring to have to stop exactly after pronouncing "1" and say "4" or "A" after that, so the

sound "1" changes to the round sound of "G". Whereas the sound "G" in English can be

pronounced on its own at the end of a word ((ex) flag, bag, and etc.), in Korean the last

sound "1" should always be attached to a vowel (at least "a" to make the sound of "ø"),

therefore it combine more easily with the sounds "4" and "A" than in English. 

(1) 1+4 --> G+4

- 9� (eating) ¶ M�[meong-neun]

- �D (last year) ¶ ¥D[jang-nyeon]

(2) 1+A --> G+A

- m< (soup) ¶ �<[gung-mul]

- Y8 (studies) ¶ m8[hang-mun]

- á< (grains) ¶ õ<[gong-mul]

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

Pronunciation Focus #4 - Tensing - 1, 7, B, E, H

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

--------------

In Korean when any two of the consonants "1", "7", "B", "E" and "H" are put together,

they the latter consonant becomes tensed and stronger.

ä (to pick up) ¶ ü/B + 7/O = 0[jup-tta]

ÉÜ (new bride) ¶ È/1 + E/O = É([saek-ssi]

®  (nap) ¶ �/H + H/OA = «ì[nat-jjam]

c More Examples c

- �ä (to be wide) = �0[neol-tta]

- �ä (to be narrow) = �0[jop-tta]
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- �� (widely) = �Ø[neol-kke]

- �� (narrowly) = �Ø[jop-kke]
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Thank You

Go to InnovativeLanguage.com/audiobooks to get the lesson notes for this course and sign
up for your

FREE lifetime account.
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